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ABSTRACT
Most text mining techniques have been proposed only for English text, and even
here, most research has been conducted on specific texts related to special contexts
within the English language, such as politics, medicine and crime. In contrast, al-
though Arabic is a widely spoken language, few mining tools have been developed
to process Arabic text, and some Arabic domains have not been studied at all. In
fact, Arabic is a language with a very complex morphology because it is highly in-
flectional, and therefore, dealing with texts written in Arabic is highly complicated.
This research studies the crime domain in the Arabic language, exploiting unstruc-
tured text using text mining techniques. Developing a system for extracting im-
portant information from crime reports would be useful for police investigators, for
accelerating the investigative process (instead of reading entire reports) as well as
for conducting further or wider analyses. We propose the Crime Profiling System
(CPS) to extract crime-related information (crime type, crime location and nation-
ality of persons involved in the event), automatically construct dictionaries for the
existing information, cluster crime documents based on certain attributes and utilise
visualisation techniques to assist in crime data analysis.
The proposed information extraction approach is novel, and it relies on computa-
tional linguistic techniques to identify the abovementioned information, i.e. without
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using predefined dictionaries (e.g. lists of location names) and annotated corpus.
The language used in crime reporting is studied to identify patterns of interest using
a corpus-based approach. Frequency analysis, collocation analysis and concordance
analysis are used to perform the syntactic analysis in order to discover the local
grammar.
Moreover, the Self Organising Map (SOM) approach is adopted in order to per-
form the clustering and visualisation tasks for crime documents based on crime
type, location or nationality. This clustering technique is improved because only
refined data containing meaningful keywords extracted through the information ex-
traction process are inputted into it, i.e. the data is cleaned by removing noise. As
a result, a huge reduction in the quantity of data fed into the SOM is obtained,
consequently, saving memory, data loading time and the execution time needed to
perform the clustering. Therefore, the computation of the SOM is accelerated. Fi-
nally, the quantization error is reduced, which leads to high quality clustering. The
outcome of the clustering stage is also visualised and the system is able to provide
statistical information in the form of graphs and tables about crimes committed
within certain periods of time and within a particular area.
The proposed model architecture is validated through experiments using a corpus
collated from different sources; it was not used during system development. Pre-
cision, recall and F-measure are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed
information extraction approach. Also, comparisons are conducted with other sys-
tems. In order to evaluate the clustering performance, four parameters are used:
data size, loading time, execution time and quantization error.
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Nowadays the volume of data in electronic form is increasing rapidly, whether it is
structured or unstructured data; according to McKnight [2], between 85 and 90% of
data is held in unstructured form. Therefore, text mining is necessary for manag-
ing and extracting useful information from unstructured sets of data, such as web
pages, news reports and emails, using a variety of text mining techniques. Hence,
text mining has become an important and active research field. It is well known
that text mining techniques have mostly been developed for the English language
because most electronic data is in English. However, the recent expansion in the
publication of non-English electronic text makes it more imperative than ever to
develop techniques to process other languages, such as Arabic.
Moreover, in the Arabic language, as with other languages, there is a multitude of
specialist texts in areas, such as the biomedical sciences, finance, politics and crime,
some of which have not been investigated by researchers. This study focuses on the
crime domain in the Arabic language for which no information system can be found
in the literature. Therefore, there is a need to investigate the Arabic crime context
using a text mining approaches.
In this current research, information extraction based on computational linguistic
techniques is used for extracting specific, predefined entities from the text. These
extracted entities are keywords that reveal the essential idea of the document or ar-
ticle; keywords play an important role in many text mining tasks, such as clustering,
summarization and document retrieval [3]. One of our aims is to develop a system
that is able to recognize phrases that contain information related to crime in a given
document in order to extract the type of crime, the nationality of the perpetrator
and other actors, and the crime location. The extracted keywords will be utilized,
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through a Self Organising Map (SOM), to perform the clustering and visualisation
tasks. Moreover, during the information extraction stage, dictionaries containing
the crime type, crime location and nationality will be automatically created. Fur-
thermore, statistical information will be produced to clarify the picture relating to
the status of crime in a particular area.
1.2 Motivation
According to Chau et al. [4], most criminal-justice data are stored in structured
form, in databases. Accordingly, it should be relatively easy for crime investigators
and detectives to search for particular information within this type of data; the
reason of this simplicity is because the data are represented in tables, i.e. the data
are organised and easy to access. However, using databases that were designed to
store data in predefined fields and attributes might not be sufficient because a great
deal of potentially useful information cannot be stored in such a rigid manner. On
the other hand, data can also be stored in unstructured form, i.e. free text, such
as police narrative and crime news reports. These reports contain highly valuable
information but it is difficult to access. It would be useful to automatically identify
meaningful crime information, such as type of crime, crime location, nationalities
of persons involved, from crime textual reports. Therefore, the first motivation
reflects the need to developing an information extraction system for the Arabic
crime domain in order to mine unstructured text, thereby extracting meaningful
crime-related information. Although Arabic is a very widely spoken language, very
few mining tools have been developed to exploit the data that lies within bodies of
Arabic text in general, and within the crime domain in particular. There are, to the
author’s knowledge, no systems specifically developed for the Arabic crime context.
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As well known, text mining research relies heavily on the availability of a suitable
corpus. Because no information systems have been applied to the crime domain in
the Arabic language, the major problem to be faced is the lack of data. This issue
will be solved by compiling news reports on crime incidents, published by some
Arabic newspapers. The reason for exploiting newspapers is that it is difficult, in
Arab countries, to obtain official reports or narrative reports from police stations,
however, the news reports contain the information that the police reports would
normally include. Therefore, collecting these data to make them available for other
researchers is the second motivation. Moreover, one of clustering techniques will be
used for grouping similar documents based on particular attributes, such as crime
type or location, and this is the third motivation. The fourth motivation is related
to assisting in the analysis of crime by applying certain visualisation techniques.
1.3 Research Question
As discussed above, crime related information is hidden within bodies of unstruc-
tured text documents, and thus, the buried information needs to be extracted in
order for it to be used in crime analysis. Accordingly, there is a need to apply infor-
mation extraction techniques in order to identify pertinent crime information, and
so the research question is:
How can we develop an automated crime profiling system for the Arabic
language that is able to extract crime-related information from textual
documents?
In doing so, other questions need answering, such as:
How can we automatically build dictionaries for crime type, location and national-
ity?
How can we cluster similar crimes based on crime type, location or nationality?
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How can we generate statistical information about crimes as well as utilize visuali-
sation techniques to cluster and present these data?
However, there are many and various challenges to be overcome in this endeavour.
The texts to be investigated in this project are written in Arabic, and dealing with
this language is complicated because, as well known, Arabic is a language with a very
complex morphology owing to the fact that it is highly inflectional. Also, preposi-
tions and conjunctions can be attached to words as prefixes. Moreover, Arabic does
not have capital letters (as many other languages do in order to recognize proper
nouns), and therefore, there is no apparent clue to denote the presence of a name
reflecting a crime location or a nationality. Furthermore, most studies in Arabic
have focused on extracting certain types of entities, such as enamex (e.g. proper
names: names of persons, locations and organisations), timex (e.g. date and time
types) and numex (e.g. money and percent types) [5, 6], but they have paid very lit-
tle attention to extracting event types. Consequently, recognising crime events, e.g.
murder or theft, is one of the key challenges of this research. Moreover, this domain
has not been investigated in the literature in the context of the Arabic language.
Therefore, there are no available Arabic resources, such as corpora for analysing this
domain. Furthermore, the presence of varying writing styles in the many different
news reports makes identifying useful information all the more difficult.
1.4 Research Contribution
The main aim of this thesis is the development of an automatic Crime Profiling
System (CPS) for the Arabic crime domain to assist in crime analysis. The main
original contributions are as follows:
 Automatically Constructing Dictionaries
Crime type, location and nationality dictionaries are automatically constructed
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using the computational linguistic techniques developed from an unannotated
corpus. These dictionaries will assist in the extraction of relevant crime infor-
mation, instead of using manually built dictionaries, which are time consum-
ing.
 Keyword-based Clustering
The clustering technique used in this work is improved because only refined
data containing meaningful keywords (gathered through the information ex-
traction process) are inputted into it. As a result, a huge reduction in the
quantity of data is achieved, consequently saving memory and reducing both
the data loading and the execution time needed to perform the clustering.
Therefore, the computational speed of the clustering technique is accelerated.
Finally, the quantization error is also reduced, which results in higher cluster-
ing quality.
 Arabic Crime Corpus
An Arabic Crime News Report Corpus (ACNRC) containing a huge collection
of crime news reports, describing various types of crime incidents, is created.
These news reports are collected from various sources in the Arab world, and as
a result, there is diversity in terms of the writing styles employed for describing
the incidents therein. This corpus will be made available online for other
researchers to conduct further studies on the crime domain.
1.5 Research Methodology
The research methodology employed in this research is described and summarised




To begin this research, the background, the broader context and related re-
searches were considered by studying a great deal of the relevant literature.
This aided in clarifying the motivations and in establishing the roadmap for
the research as well as in exploring and determining the approaches used. For
collecting the appropriate materials needed to cover this phase, several sources
were used, such as Google Search, books, IEEE Xplore, ACM, CiteSeerX and
SpringerLink.
 Data Collection
Data related to crime incidents are collected in the early phase in order to
investigate the crime domain and, later, to apply the text mining techniques.
This step is achieved by compiling crime news reports from various Arabic
newspapers published in different Arabic courtiers.
 Data Analysis Techniques
Three data analysis techniques (frequency, collocation and concordance) are
used in this research in order to better comprehend the language of the crime
domain. This will assist in identifying the computational linguistic techniques
needed for the information extraction task.
 Architecture
The main aim of the early phase of this work is to design a model architecture
that is appropriate for achieving the objectives of this research, which include,
extracting meaningful crime information, clustering crime news reports based
on different attributes, automatically building dictionaries, and using different
types of visualization techniques. Therefore, the components of the proposed
architecture are specified.
 Experiments
The proposed architecture is tested on the collected data by performing real
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experiments in order to show how it is able to extract crime-related informa-
tion, automatically build dictionaries, cluster similar documents, and carry
out visualization tasks.
 Evaluation
Precision, recall and F-measure are used to evaluate the efficiency of the pro-
posed information extraction approach. Also, comparisons are conducted with
other systems. For evaluating the clustering performance, four parameters are
used: data size, loading time, execution time and quantization error.
1.6 Success Criteria
To measure the success of the proposed system, the research question will be an-
swered through conducting experiments; these will measure the following points:
 The ability to extract crime-related information (crime type, location and
nationality) from within Arabic crime news reports.
 The ability to automatically build dictionaries for crime type, crime location
and nationality.
 The ability of the system to cluster crime reports with a high degree of per-
formance.
 The ability to assist in crime data analysis by producing statistical information
about crimes.





The rest of the thesis is organised into 6 chapters, as follows:
Chapter 2 provides an introduction to the Arabic language. Also, it contains de-
scriptions of the well-established text mining techniques (information extraction and
clustering) that are used in this research. Moreover, a literature review on research
related to this work is provided; it justifies the approaches adopted in this research
for the information extraction and clustering tasks.
Chapter 3 contains the data analysis phase, which includes frequency analysis, col-
location analysis and concordance analysis, to investigate the crime context, i.e.
discovering the behaviour of the words used in the crime language for describing
crime incidents. Also, this chapter describes how the computational linguistic tech-
niques are developed (based on special syntactic constructions).
Chapter 4 provides an overview of the proposed model architecture with descrip-
tions of its stages, namely, the initial preprocessing, the information extraction, the
intermediate preprocessing, the clustering and the visualization stages.
Chapter 5 presents the implementation of the proposed model using the newly col-
lated data in order to test its effectiveness in terms of its ability to extract relevant
information, automatically build dictionaries, and perform clustering and visualiza-
tion tasks.
Chapter 6 provides the performance evaluation results as well as the limitations of
the model.
Chapter 7 summaries this research and suggests future work.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Research
Objectives
 Provide an introduction to the Arabic language.
 Provide an overview of information extraction and clustering text mining tech-
niques.
 Discuss related research and current approaches.
 Provide an overview of crime analysis.
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2.1 Introduction
This chapter provides an introduction to the Arabic language and text mining field.
A general background to the Arabic language, focusing on the syntactic informa-
tion that is related to this research, is presented in section 2.2. The Arabic part of
speech (noun, verb, particle), the case assignment methods and the types of sen-
tence in the Arabic language, are explained in this section, concentrating on the
transitive construction and genitive case. Section 2.3 provides an introduction to
process of text mining, which includes data gathering, text preprocessing, text min-
ing techniques and presenting the results. Also, the preprocessing components, i.e.
tokenization, filtering, normalisation, stemming and document representation, as
well as text mining applications are discussed in this section. Section 2.4 intro-
duces the information extraction technologies available and discusses the different
approaches adopted in literature. Furthermore, it critically reviews related works
in the Arabic language within the context of information extraction, and related
research in the crime domain. The difference between information extraction and
information retrieval explained in this section. Section 2.5 provides an introduction
to Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), including its architecture (feed-forward and
feedback networks) and learning paradigms (supervised and unsupervised learning)
as well as an introduction to document clustering and related works using the Self
Organisation Map (SOM) neural network. The structure of SOM and its algorithm
is also explained.
2.2 Arabic Language
The Arabic language is a Semitic language, which is the native tongue in 22 Arab
countries. Arabic consists of 29 letters that can be used to form words; other
11
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languages, such as Farsi and Urdu, also use Arabic characters [7]. Arabic words
can be divided into three classes: noun (Õæ @ / esm), verb (Éª
	
¯ / fe’al) and particle
(
	
¬Qk / hrf) [8, 9, 10]. However, when working with the Arabic language, some
other important characteristics need to be taken into account [11]:
1. A character may have up to three different forms, each form correspond to the
position of that character in the word (beginning, middle or end), such as the
letter ”¨ / Ayn ” in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Position of the character in the word
2. Arabic does not have capital letters; this characteristic represents a consider-
able obstacle to the Named Entity Recognition (NER) task because in other
languages capital letters represent a very important feature.
3. Finally, it is a language with a very complex morphology because it is highly
inflectional.
A linguistic study of Arabic words and grammatical structures will be required
before extracting the most appropriate structures for common Arabic sentence forms
within the crime domain. Hence, the use of the linguistic internal structures of
Arabic sentences will allow us to identify logical sequences of words. As previously
mentioned, the structure of Arabic can comprise of three categories: noun, verb and
particle, and they are explained in the following sections.
2.2.1 Noun
This category in Arabic includes any word that describes a thing, idea, person or
location, and is not related to tense (time) [8]. There are certain signs that can help
12
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in identifying nouns in Arabic, as described in one particular rhyme or verse by the






























Ibn Malik explained that if one of them is present, it is possible to classify that word
as a noun; these signs are as follows:
 If a word accepts to be assigned the genitive case; the genitive case is achieved
through a prepositional phrase or a ’construct state’ (Idaafah structure) [13,









X / dhab altalb-u ila almadrst-i.
Went the student (nominative) to the school (genitive).
The student went to the school.
2. ÕÎªÖÏ @ H. A

J» / ktab-u almoalm-i.
Book (nominative) the teacher (genitive).
The teacher’s book.
Sentence 1 represents the first case (prepositional phrase), where the noun
”

éPYÖÏ @ / almadrst / the school” (governee) follows the preposition ”ú

Í@ / ila
/ to” (governor). As a result, the object of the preposition is assigned the
genitive case. On the other hand, Sentence 2 represents the construct state
(possessive case), which is comprised of two nouns. The first noun is called the
construct head, annexe or possessor (in Arabic Mudaf), and it should not take
nunation or definiteness signs, such as ”È@ / al / the”. The second is called
possessee or annexor (in Arabic Mudaf ilayh), and it is assigned the genitive
case by the construct head (governor). The whole construct state inherits the
(in)definiteness value of the possessee (mudaf ilayh) [15, 16]. In Sentence 2, the
13
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governor (construct head / mudaf) ”H. A

J» / ktab / book ” assigns the genitive
case to ”almoalm / ÕÎªÖÏ @ / the teacher”. As a consequence, the construct
head ”H. A

J» / ktab / book ” inherits definiteness from ”almoalm / ÕÎªÖÏ @ / the
teacher”.






wyn) at its end [15], then that word must be a noun; this type of diacritic is
only accepted by nouns and it is not at all associated with verbs. However,
the majority of the texts currently being published on the Internet, for news
reports in particular, have no diacritics. Nevertheless, nouns in Arabic accept
three types of nunation diacritic, as in the following Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: The three types of nunation diacritic
 If a word is preceded by the vocative particle ” AK





 If a word is fused at its beginning with the definite article È@ / al / the.
2.2.1.1 Types of Noun
The Arabic language has two types of noun. The first type is the primitive noun
(non-derived nouns); these are not derived, as in Table 2.3. The second type is the
derivative noun, these are derived from verbs or other nouns, as in Table 2.4. For




Ë@ / alsarq / the thief” is derived from the root
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of the verb ”





Ë@ / alsarq / the thief” denotes
an action (act of stealing) with no time specification.
Table 2.3: Samples of primitive nouns











Table 2.4: Samples of derivative nouns
Derivative noun Translation Derived from Translation
Ò




















Arabic nouns are inflected for gender (masculine and feminine) and number (sin-
gular, dual and plural) [17]. Also, nouns are either definite, which start with the
article ”È@ / al / the” or indefinite, having no ”È@ / al / the” article at the beginning.
Moreover affixes and clitics, such as some prepositions, conjunctions and possessive
pronouns, can be attached to them. Clitics are subdivided into proclitic (located
at the beginning of a stem) and enclitics (located at the end of a stem). For exam-
ple, Table 2.5 shows the different morphological segments for the word ”ÑîEA

g. PYK. ð”
which means ”and by their grades”.
Table 2.5: Example for morphological segments
enclitic affix stem proclitic proclitic
Arabic Ñë H@ h. PX H. ð
pronunciation hm at drj be wa
Gloss their s grade by and
15
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2.2.1.2 Case Assignment
The notion of case assignment has been discussed by researchers under the theory
of Government and Binding (GB), which was coined by Chomsky. The concept
of ’government’ is defined as, ”a particular structural relationship which may hold
between two nodes in a tree. It plays a crucial role in GB in the assignment of
case and in containing the distribution of empty categories” [13]. Habash et al. [14]
defined case assignment as, ”a relationship between two words: one word (the case
governor or assigner) assigns a case to the other word (the case assignee)”. In other
words, the word has the power to affect the case of another word; this is called
’the governor’, and which in Arabic is called ”ÉÓA ªË@ / alamil”. The affected word
is called ’the governee’ or ”ÈñÒªÖÏ @ / almamul”. According to Habash et al. [14],
there are different types of syntactic governors that assign cases to their governees.
Consequently, all nouns and adjectives can be one of the following cases: nominative
(¨ñ
	
Q̄Ó / mrfwo’a), accusative (H. ñ
	
JÓ / mnsob) or genitive (PðQm.× / mjrwr). Buckly
[18], explained these three cases in detail, clarifying the conditions for each case; 7
conditions for nominative, 25 for accusative and 2 for the genitive case.
2.2.2 Verb
This word type points out an event or action. Arabic verbs have two tenses: perfect
and imperfect. Verbs are inflected in terms of number (singular, plural and dual),
gender (masculine and feminine), person (1st, 2nd, 3rd), voice (active and passive)
and mood (subjunctive, indicative, jussive and imperative) [19].
Moreover, Arabic verbs are divided into two types: transitive or intransitive [20].
With respect to transitive verbs, a verb needs one object or more as well as the












¯ / qtft altfaht
/ I picked up the apple” [20, 21]. On the other hand, a sentence that contains
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QÓ / mrd khaled / khaled got
sick”, i.e. this type of verb does need an object to complete its meaning. However,
intransitive verbs can be transformed into transitive verbs either by changing the













X / thhbt ela dubai / I went to Dubai”, the verb is converted to




/ ila / to” after the verb. Alahmadi [22]
described these types of verbs, such as ”ÐA

¯ / qam / did”, ”I. ë
	
X / dhb / went”,
” PñK / twr / involved”, ”Q





' / tksas / specialised”, ” 	áK
X@





«@ / aatraf / confessed”, ”ÐY

¯@ / aqdm / conducted” as ’transitive verbs by
preposition’. Most Arab linguists state that most intransitive verbs cannot refer
to the object of the sentence but they can be strengthened by certain prepositions,
which are called transitive prepositions, such as ”H. / bi / by”, ”È / li / of”, ”
	áÓ
/ min / from”, ”ú









/ ila / to”, in order to refer
to the object. As a result, these prepositions can be described as governors because
they control the status of the verbs, i.e. they assign the transitive case to verbs.
This research concentrates on ’transitive verbs by preposition’ in terms of exploiting
them to extract patterns of interest as will be shown later in Chapter 3.
2.2.3 Particle
This class includes prepositions, conjunctions, interrogative particles, exceptions,
and interjections. In other words, it includes the words that are not nouns or verbs,
and sometimes these words are called function words. Detailed information about
prepositions are here provided.
Prepositions are words that are used to connect other words in order to form mean-
ingful sentences. Curme [23] defined a preposition as, ”a word that indicates a
relation between the noun, or pronoun it governs and another word, which may be a
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verb, an adjective, or another noun or pronoun”. Quirk and Greenbaum [24] defined
a preposition thus, ”in the most general terms, a preposition expresses a relation
between two entities, one being that represented by the prepositional complement”.
Prepositions are defined in ’classical’ Arabic (the language of the Holy Qur’an) by
Fitehi [25], as, ”words that form with the noun phrases (or other linguistic entities)
they govern exocentric constructions functioning as adjunct, prepositional object,
predicate, postmodifier or as conjunctive of a relative pronoun”.
The Arabic language has twenty prepositions, most of which are short. Most of
them are formed from three letters, such as ”ú






¯ / fi / in”, but they can be formed with only one Arabic letter and fused as a
prefix with nouns, such as ”È / li / of” or ”H. / bi / by” [26]. So, a preposition
is either separate or attached. The separable prepositions are words that precede






¯ / fi (preposition) almdrst (noun) / in the school”. On
the other hand, the inseparable prepositions are letters that are attached to the
following noun, such as ”I. ªÊJ
Ë I. ë
	
X / dhb li-ylab / went for playing”, where the
preposition ”È / li / of” is fused with ”I. ªÊK
 / ylab / playing”. Table 2.6 lists the
prepositions with their pronunciations and meanings in the English language [17].
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Table 2.6: List of the prepositions in the Arabic language
Preposition Pronunciation Transliteration






¼ ka like, as

H ta for oath
ð wa for oath
	áÓ min from






¯ fi in, at
ú



























Sometimes, the prepositions are called genitive words because they add a verb’s
meaning to the noun, and they are also called in Arabic ”Qm.Ì'@ / aljr / dragging”
because they drag the meaning of a verbs to the noun [27]. As a result, the task of
the preposition in the language is to convey the meaning of a verb to the word that
follows the preposition because some verbs are unable to reach nouns by themselves,







Í@ Ég. QË@ I. ë
	
X/ dhab alrjl ila dubai
/ The man went to Dubai”. In this example, the verb has a subject ”Ég. QË@ / alrjl









/ ila dubai /
to Dubai”, which is the complement of the sentence ” IJ.ë
	
X / thhbt / I went”; this
helps in determining the meaning of the whole sentence. Also, in the example ”I
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went by car”, the object of the preposition ’car’ reveals the manner of movement.
As a result, it can be said that prepositions are tools used to indicate meanings
that are latent or implicit in verbs [27]. In other words, the verb’s latent meaning is
stimulated by the presence of a preposition [28]. Therefore, prepositions can work
as links between some verbs and nouns, whether they are adjacent or not. Fitehi
[25] stated that a preposition can occur in different positions within a sentence, as
follows:
 Verb Noun Noun Preposition Noun.
 Verb Noun Preposition Noun.
 Verb Preposition Noun Noun.
 Preposition Noun Noun.
The structure of a prepositional phrase (PP) in Arabic, as in English, is composed of
two parts: preposition and noun-phrase [29]. For example’ ” I




¯ YËñË@ / alwalad





/ in” and the noun is ” I
J. Ë @ / albyt”. Also, Fitehi [25] stated that a phrase that
is governed by a preposition in a sentence is called a prepositional complement and
together they form a prepositional phrase. The prepositional complement can be
one of the following types:
 a member of the noun class, e.g. ”







éPYÖÏ @ / dhab ila almdrast / went to the school” or a construction whose head















¯ PX / drs fi mdrst kbyrt / studied in big school”.
 a pronoun, e.g. ” A
	









g. QË @ / alrjal kdbu alina / the
men lied to us”.
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X / dhab bi-maa ldyh min mal / He went
with his money”.










ñ«X@ / adawo bi-annhm fuqraa / they pretended
that the they are poor”.
 a demonstrative pronoun, e.g, ”hada / this / @
	
Yë ” in ” Ég. QË@ @
	







astart alktab min hada alrjul / I borrowed the book from this man”.
According to Dukes et al. [30], a prepositional phrase must always be linked to a
head node, either a verb or noun. Figure 2.1 shows an example of a prepositional








¯ / fi sarqt / in theft”
is the object of the verb ” PñK / twart / involved”. The verbal sentence is comprised
of three elements: Verb, Subject and Object (VSO), as can be seen in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Prepositional phrase in a verbal sentence
On the other hand, a nominal sentence contains two parts, the first of which is called
the subject phrase, in Arabic ”mubtada / initial”, and the second part is predication
(or khabar / reporter in Arabic); the predication can be a prepositional phrase [31],






¯ / fi almdrst / in the
school” comes after ”I. ËA

¢Ë@ / altabl / the student” in order to clarify it.
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Figure 2.2: Prepositional phrase in a nominal sentence
Accordingly, prepositions play an important role in forming meaningful sentences
and syntactic constructions for nouns and verbs. Prepositions govern verbs in terms
of transitive or intransitive construct as well as governing nouns in terms of assigning
them the genitive case.
2.2.4 Arabic sentence structure
Sentences in Arabic are divided into two types, as follows:
 Nominal sentence; this is also known as a verbless sentence, i.e. there is no
explicit verb within the sentence. The structure of the sentence is comprised
of two parts: a subject phrase and a predicate phrase [32]. According to Hadj
et al. [10], a nominal sentence can start with a noun or a particle. Consider





J. Ë @ / albyt kabyr / The house big
The house is big
 Verbal sentence; a verbal sentence is one that contains a verb. The basic
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JË @ YËñË@ É¿

@” / akal (V) alwald (S) altufaht (O) / eat the boy the apple”.






JË @ É¿ @ YËñË@ / alwald
(S) / akal (V) altufaht / the boy eat the apple” [33].
2.3 Crime Analysis
Crime is defined as ”an act or the commission of an act that is forbidden, or the
omission of a duty that is commanded by a public law and that makes the offender
liable to punishment by that law” [34]. The crime domain includes several types
of crime, starting from civic crimes, such as drinking and driving, to international
crimes, for instance, homicide by terrorists and these types could be changed over
time [1, 35]. Table 2.7 presents different types of crime.
Table 2.7: Types of Crime [1]
2.3.1 Crime Analysis Definition
Crime analysis is new field in law enforcement, which has no standard definitions
because the methodologies employed in crime analysis differ from agency to agency.
In some police departments, crime analysis is used for producing crime statistics and
for mapping crime for the benefit of command staff. In other places, crime analysis
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is used to help crime investigators by analysing various police reports and other
important information. Osborne and Wernicke [36] stated, ”the objective of most
crime analysis is to find meaningful information in vast amounts of data and dissem-
inate this information to officers and investigators in the field to assist in their efforts
to apprehend criminals and suppress criminal activity”. Gottlieb [37] defined crime
analysis as ”a set of systematic, analytical processes directed at providing timely
and pertinent information relative to crime patterns and trend correlations to assist
operational and administrative personnel in planning the deployment of resources
for the prevention and suppression of criminal activities, aiding the investigative
process, and increasing apprehensions and the clearance of cases”. Within this con-
text, crime analysis supports a number of departmental functions, including patrol
deployment, special operations and tactical units, investigations, planning and re-
search, crime prevention, and administrative services (budgeting and programme
planning). The following are some important points that clarify the importance of
crime analysis [37]:
 Crime analysis assists in providing useful information to law enforcement
strategists, e.g. general and specific crime trends.
 Crime analysis can help both in detecting and preventing crime in advance.
 Crime analysis is necessary in order to exploit the untapped substantial in-
formation that is available in law enforcement agencies, the criminal justice
system and the public domain.
 Crime analysis is required to meet the budgetary and logistical needs of law
enforcement.
 Crime analysis helps in addressing crime problems locally and globally within
and between law enforcement agencies.
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2.3.2 Crime Analysis Types
There are various types of crime analysis, as described below, but the first three
types are considered the main ones in the field of crime analysis. All types are as
follows [37]:
1. Tactical Crime Analysis
This type of analysis provides information for crime investigators in order for
them to identify specific and immediate crime problems, and therefore, it offers
police officers quick response times.
2. Strategic Crime Analysis
This type of analysis is known as ’crime trends’, in which frequencies of crime
in terms of any increase or decrease within a particular area can be obtained.
Thus, this type is used to study specific types of crime occurring in specific
periods of time within a specified area.
3. Administrative Crime Analysis
Administrative crime analysis is concerned with providing summary data,
statistics and general trend information to departmental administrators, po-
lice officers, command staff, local and national government personnel, and the
public. Consequently, exploiting official reports through this type of analysis
assists in measuring crime. Moreover, administrative crime analysis is able
to facilitate comparisons with regard to crime statistics in a particular city,
such as the average for a particular type of crime relative to a previous year;
this analysis can also be used to compare the crime ratios and trends of sim-
ilar cities. Such analyses can be automatically implemented through modern
technology, which serves to further motivate us to build a system that can be
applied to reports written in the Arabic language.
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4. Investigative Crime Analysis
Investigative crime analysis is sometimes called ’criminal investigative anal-
ysis’; this is carried out by crime analysts to profile perpetrators, eliminate
suspects (or otherwise), and identify potential victims through mining the
available information on personal histories, behavioural patterns and criminal
characteristics.
5. Intelligence Analysis
Intelligence analysis concentrates on organised crime, terrorism and supporting
specific investigations with information analysis.
6. Operations Analysis
Operations analysis focuses on law enforcement agencies in terms of how they
manage their resources, such as the allocation of grants or other sources of
funding, personnel assignments, and day-to-day budgeting issues.
2.4 Text Mining
In recent years, the considerable growth in electronic free-text has led to massive
volumes of unstructured textual data being available. According to Gupta and Lehal
[38], over 80% of information is stored as text. A significant challenge has arisen as
a result of this, affecting organisations and individuals, which is how to process this
unstructured textual data to extract useful information. Consequently, text mining
techniques and tools have now in great demand.
Text mining is also known as text data mining or Knowledge-Discovery in Text
(KDT)[38, 39, 40]. It was defined by Delen and Crossland [39] as ”a semi-automated
process of extracting knowledge from a large amount of unstructured data”. Also,
Yuen-Hsien et al. [41] described text mining thus, ”text mining, like data mining
or knowledge discovery, is often regarded as a process to find implicit, previously
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unknown, and potentially useful patterns from a large text repository”. Dörre et
al. [42] described text mining as, ”the same analytical functions of data mining to
the domain of textual information, relying on sophisticated text analysis techniques
that distil information from free-text documents”.
It seems that text mining approaches are similar to data mining techniques; both
of them mine in data [43]. The main difference between them is that data mining
only deals with structured data, such as databases. Whereas text mining is applied
to textual data, such as books and articles [38, 39, 44].
Text mining technology nowadays is important for most companies, organisations
and governments, as it assists in handling their textual data. However, people
communicate using natural language and they use it for recording information, but
the difficulty then is: how can computers understand the natural language? Also,
how can computers overcome simple language problems, such as spelling mistakes,
which are so easy for humans to solve? The next section describes the processes of
text mining that makes dealing with natural language possible.
2.4.1 Process of Text Mining
Figure 2.3 depicts the process of text mining, which can be divided into four phases,
as follows [41, 42, 38]:
Figure 2.3: Process of text mining
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 Document gathering
This phase is responsible for collecting documents related to the context (spe-
cific domain) being studied from different sources. Therefore, the aim of this
step is to generate a corpus. This phase is not so important for companies
because their data (emails and files) are already available and continuously
archived. Compiling documents can be performed manually or by using web
crawlers. A web crawler, or sometimes called a web spider, is a program uti-
lized to browse web pages in order to retrieve particular documents containing
data of interest [45, 46]. Therefore, using these types of program saves a
great deal of time and effort. The Wget program is example of web crawlers,
available under GNU public license [47].
 Document Preprocessing
In this phase, the textual documents that are obtained from the text gathering
phase are prepared to make them in a standardised format for the text mining
process. This phase consists of several stages, which include tokenization,
filtering, normalisation and stemming; detailed information about each will be
provided shortly.
 Text Mining Techniques
In this phase, the text mining techniques, namely information extraction, topic
tracking, summarization, categorization, clustering, concept linkage and ques-
tion answering are applied.
 Results
Knowledge is extracted from the previous phase, and this is then stored in
formats ready for usage. Visualisation is implemented in this phase; a user
can visualise useful information generated from unstructured textual data.
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2.4.2 Text Preprocessing
Text preprocessing is required in order to optimise the performance of the text min-
ing techniques [48]. Text preprocessing is comprised of several components, specifi-
cally, tokenization, filtering, normalisation, stemming and document representation
[48, 49, 50, 51].
2.4.2.1 Tokenization
Text can be seen as a block or stream of characters. This process is necessary
for other processes, such as part of speech tagging process to be able to deal with
unstructured documents. According to Skiba [52], a token can be a single word, such
as ’school’, or a sequence of words, such as a named entity (e.g. United Kingdom).
Also, it can be a sentence or even a paragraph. The Arabic language is similar to
English in that they are both classified as segmented languages, i.e. they have some
signs that assist in indicating segmentation boundaries; the words in both languages
are separated by blank spaces, and therefore, this process can be directly applied to
this type of language by exploiting the blank spaces between words as the ’delimiter’.
2.4.2.2 Filtering
Punctuation marks, commas, diacritics (in Arabic) and stopwords are all removed
through this process. Stopwords (non-useful words) were introduced in 1958 by Hans
Peter Luhn; they usually include prepositions, articles and conjunctions [53, 54].
These types of stopword do not have any impact on text mining and they could
hinder the process. Thus, they are removed from the document representation, prior
to any processing. Moreover, words that frequently occur in all documents in a given
corpus are removed because they have no significant role to play in distinguishing
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the documents from each other. Also, words that appear in only a few documents
are removed as well [55]. This process leads to reducing the dimensionality and size
of the dataset, which would otherwise represent major obstacles to the text mining
process [56]. Table 2.8 shows some of stopwords in English and Arabic Languages
that are usually removed through this process.
Table 2.8: Some of stopwords in the Arabic and English languages
2.4.2.3 Normalisation
In order to avoid or reduce data sparseness problem in the data being processed this
process is implemented before applying the text mining techniques. In Arabic, it is









QÓ@” (without hamza); this case is a typographic variant. Also, there are spelling





to make the data more consistent, this process is applied.
2.4.2.4 Stemming
The stem of a word (the basic form of a word) can be obtained by eliminating the
word’s affixes. In other words, it is the process of reducing a word to its root or radix,
and therefore, it reduces the total number of possible words. Inflectional languages,
such as Arabic, contain words that have some morphological variants. Consequently,
text analysis encounters problems when it deals with words that have the same or
approximately similar meaning but with different spelling, e.g. play, played and
playing. Therefore, all words that have similar meaning but different forms are
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transformed into their stem. According to Benajiba et al. [11], the common form
of an Arabic word is:
Prefix(es) + Stem + Suffix(es)
In some cases, a word has no prefixes or suffixes and is therefore a stem, such as
”I.

J» / ktb / wrote” (singular), and in other cases, a prefix is added to the stem
(e.g. stem I.

J» + prefix ø


) to form the word ”I.

JºK
 / yktb / writing”. In the case
of added a suffix to this stem (suffix @ ð + stem I.

J»), the form of the word is now
” @ ñJ.

J» / ktbow / wrote” (plural), and in the case of an infix being added to the stem
(infix @ + stem I.

J»), the word is changed to ”H. A

J» / ktab / book”.
One well-known stemmer algorithm is the Porter stemmer, which is used on the
English language [58]; another is the Lovins stemmer [59]. Also, there are some
stemmers that have been specifically developed for the Arabic language, such as the
Buckwalter stemmer [60] and the Khoja stemmer [61]. Table 2.9 shows some words
in English and Arabic together with their roots.
Table 2.9: Some words in the Arabic and English languages with their stems
Clearly, the word ’applying’ has been converted to its root ’apply’ and its suffix
”ing” has been removed. Also, in the Arabic language, one can see that the word
”I. ªÊK





According to Neto et al. [50], there is another method that can be used instead of
filtering and stemming, which is called N-gram. N-grams are defined as ”sequences
of characters or words extracted from a text” [62]. Also, Mhamdi [63] described an
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N-gram as ”a sub-sequence of N characters from a given sequence of characters”.
N-gram was firstly used to recognize the language of a document but it is a useful
approach in many fields, such as computational linguistics [64]. It has been used in
a wide variety of applications, such as spelling error detection, stemming, Optical
Character Recognition (OCR), error correction, language identification, automatic
text classification, protein classification and information retrieval [62, 65]. N-gram
is categorised into two levels or types [62]:
 Character N-gram
Character N-gram is a set of N continuous characters taken from a given string,
which have different lengths. The following are some types of character N-gram





Depending on the aim of the application, the size of N is determined. For
example, the bigram for the word ’crime’ is as follows:
-c cr ri im me e- , ’-’ sign refers to space.
It can be seen that it moves character by character through the entire text.
Through each move, a slice of character is extracted from the text.
 Word N-gram
Mitra and Chaudhuri [62] defined word N-grams as ”sequences of N consecu-
tive words extracted from text”. Therefore, word N-gram is appropriate for
modelling language statistically.
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2.4.2.5 Document Representation
Because the methods of classification or clustering are not able to directly process
unstructured data, a document representation method is required to assist these
techniques, so that textual documents can be handle effectively [40, 66]. There-
fore, texts need to be transformed into an appropriate form, one that computers
can process. There are many methods for representing free texts, such as Vector
Space Model (VSM), Bag of Phrase, N-gram, and ontology based representation
[66]. However, in the preprocessing phase, a typical document clustering process
uses VSM [67]. Accordingly, this model is investigated because the clustering tech-
nique in this research uses VSM for document representation. VSM was introduced
by Salton and McGill [68]. They used this model in experiments related to infor-
mation retrieval. In this model, all documents are transformed into vectors, and
this process is called the indexing or encoding phase, i.e. a set of words that are
in each document, which can then be used to represent them. These vectors are
grouped into one matrix. Therefore, VSM provides an efficient way of analysing a
huge collection of documents as well as simple data structure [53]. Figure 2.4 depicts
how each document is represented in the VSM.
Figure 2.4: Vector space model
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It can be seen that each single column in the matrix represents a word (also known
as a term or feature). Thus, number of words in the whole document collection
defines the size of the vector. Once all the textual documents have been represented
by their words, all the frequencies of the words are generated. The next step is to
calculate the weight of each word. In fact, this step is very important because the
weight of a word reflects its importance in a document. Term Frequency - Inverse
Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is used for weight calculation. The Term Frequency
(TF) refers to the number of times a word occurs in a document. The Inverse Docu-
ment Frequency (IDF) indicates the number of documents in which the word occurs.
The following is a TF-IDF equation [66]:




- Occ(tk, dj) represents the number of times the term tk appears in the document
dj.
- Nb doc indicates the total number of documents.
- Nb doc(tk) is a variable that refers to the number of documents in which the tk
term occurs.
In addition, there are many methods for calculating the similarity of documents. As
already established, each document is considered to be a vector of weights. Con-
sequently, the documents’ similarity can be obtained by measuring the distances
between these vectors. The following are two equations for calculating document
similarity [66, 69]:
 The Euclidean distance: used for measuring the distance of the straight line
between two points. It is based on the Pythagoras theorem. For example, if
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A(x1, y1) and B(x2, y2) are two points, the Euclidean distance is obtained by:
d(A,B) =
√
(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2
Figure 2.5: Euclidean distance
 The Manhattan distance: calculates the distance between two points, for in-
stance, X(x1, y1),Y(x2, y2), which can be calculated as follows:
d(A,B) = (x 1-x 2) + (y 1-y 2)
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Figure 2.6: Manhattan distance
2.4.3 Text Analysis
A concordancer tool is type of program that assists researchers in analysing texts,
i.e. it is able to present of all examples that contain a particular word or phrase
being studied. It becomes important for lexicographers to investigate word different
meanings. Also, it is useful for language learners when investigating the grammati-
cal structure by studying output of concordance [70, 71].
The first concordance tool developed for Arabic language is called aConcorde created
by Roberts et al. [72], which helps in analysing and presenting Arabic concordances
in a proper manner . Also, LOLO which is a system for extracting statistical in-
formation from Arabic or English corpora developed by Almas and Ahmad [73], is
used for conducting the analysis phase, i.e. frequency analysis, collocation analy-
sis and concordance analysis, because it is able to manage, process and visualise
collections of multilingual texts. However, there are another tools used to perform
task of concordance, such as MonoConc [74], WordSmith [75] and Xaira [76] and for
more information about performance of these tools against aConcorde in terms of
retrieving concordance output from Arabic corpora can be found in [71]. Moreover,
a web-based program called Sketch Engine is used to study the behaviour of words
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because it provides a number of language-analysis functions, such as concordancer
[77].
2.4.4 Applications of Text Mining
There are many practical applications for text mining; business, security and so
on. Governments apply text mining techniques for homeland security and law en-
forcement. After September 11, 2001, governments have endeavoured to detect and
prevent any terrorist or criminal acts, and so they are strengthening their capabil-
ities through improved data analysis [44, 78]. Coplink is a text mining tool that
was developed by the University of Arizona Artificial Intelligence Lab for fighting
crime and terrorism [78]. Also, the field of medicine, text mining has been used in
designing drugs as well as in health management systems; it is also in managing and
accessing patients’ electronic medical records [44, 79, 80]. SAS Enterprise Miner and
SAS Text Miner are examples of applications that are used for examining medical
records [79]. Additionally, text mining technologies are used in the education envi-
ronment, such as in citation analysis and plagiarism detection [44, 81]. Beagle is a
tool for plagiarism detection that is based on text mining methods [81].
2.5 Information Extraction
As mentioned previously, with the Internet and the ongoing revolution in technol-
ogy, the volumes of data in electronic form have become huge. As a result, a great
deal of the information published on the Internet remains effectively hidden within
large bodies of unstructured data. The challenge that needs addressing is how to
find specific information about a particular subject inside these data. According to
Noklestad [82], there are three different strategies that are suitable for dealing with
the issues relevant to this subject, and they are as follows: information retrieval,
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information extraction and question answering. In this section, the information ex-
traction approach is discussed in terms of its role in the text mining field.
According to Fan et al. [44], the basic process in analysing textual data is informa-
tion extraction, and it is particularly useful when dealing with vast volumes of text.
The beginning for extracting specific types of information from particular domains
was in the late 1980s; the Defence Advance Research Project Agency (DARPA)
initiated a series of Message Understanding Conferences (MUC). DARPA’s MUC
described information extraction as ”a task involving the extraction of specific, well-
defined types of information from natural language texts in restricted domains, with
the specific objective of filling pre-defined template slots and databases” [83]. In
MUC-1 (1987) and MUC-2 (1989), messages about naval operations were studied.
MUC-3 (1991) and MUC-4 (1992) focused on news reports about terrorist events,
and MUC-5 (1993) and MUC-6 (1995) investigated news articles about joint ven-
tures and management changes [84]. In MUC-7 (1997), the task was to fill templates
by identifying missile and rocket launch events from news articles published by the
New York Times [84, 85, 86]. This task is called scenario template extraction. For
example, from the following Arabic text about a rocket in Figure 2.7, the task is to
extract some information in order to fill a template that includes three slots: for the
location from where the rocket was launched, the rocket’s owner, the owner of the
payload, and the date. Table 2.10 presents the domains that have been studied by
the MUCs.
Table 2.10: Domains studied by message understanding conferences
MUC Domain year
1 Naval operations 1987
2 Naval operations 1989
3 Terrorist events 1991
4 Terrorist events 1992
5 Management changes 1993
6 Joint ventures 1995
7 Missile and rocket launch events 1997
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Figure 2.7: The outcome of information extraction for filling template slots
Borthwick [85] described a simpler information extraction task, called template
relationships. For example, from the sentence ”US President Barack Obama”, the
system should be able to extract ’Barack Obama’ as a person’s name, ’US’ as a coun-
try’s name and that Barack Obama is ’President’ of the US. However, the first step
before identifying any relationship between the two entities is to categorise them
into predefined classes, such as a person’s name or location. This task is called
Named Entity Recognition (NER), which was introduced in MUC-6 [87, 88]. NER
falls under the information extraction domain, and its mission is to identify entities
from a text and to classify them into predefined categories, which include: personal
names, locations, organisational names, dates, times, money and percentages [87].
So, the NER task can be divided into two sub-tasks: entity detection and entity
classification [89]. Recently, two other disciplines related to NER have emerged:
Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) and the Conference on Natural Language
Learning (CoNLL). The former focuses on entity types, including person, organisa-
tion, location, facility, weapon, vehicle and geo-political entities, whereas, the latter
concentrates on only four entity types: person, organisation, location, and miscella-
neous entities [90]. According to Cunningham [91], the information extraction can
be divided into five types: Named Entity recognition (NE), Coreference resolution
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(CO), Template Element construction (TE), Template Relation construction (TR)
and Scenario Template production (ST).
2.5.1 Information Extraction Approaches
Several approaches have been proposed for performing information extraction tasks,
they can be divided into three categories, as follows:
 Hand-crafted rules, known as linguistic approaches.
This approach is usually used for extracting information from specific domains.
It is simple to build because its goal is only to fill out templates, i.e. it is not
document understanding. Moreover, it can be trained on annotated or unan-
notated corpora [92]. Although it can achieve reasonable levels of success,
there are some disadvantages [93, 94]. For instance, it is time consuming be-
cause it is slow to build, and it is difficult to scale to new domains [94].
Toral [93] explained that this approach is applied using rules and gazetteers.
The Gate system was developed at Sheffield University, and is a type of soft-
ware that follows this approach. The task of this system is to extract named
entities [95].
 Machine learning approaches
Because of difficulties that faced researchers when building hand crafted rules,
a need for automatically learning extraction rules emerged [96]. There are
three types of machine learning approach: supervised, semi-supervised and
unsupervised. According to Nadeau [87], most developed systems have been
designed based on handcrafted rule based systems or supervised learning based
systems. In both approaches, a corpus must be studied and analysed by hand
to gain sufficient pertinent knowledge to build the rules or to feed the ma-
chine learning algorithms. However, the supervised learning techniques, which
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include Hidden Markov Models (HMM), Maximum Entropy (ME), Support
Vector Machines (SVM) and Conditional Random Fields (CRF) need a large
annotated corpus for designing the systems. As a result, this disadvantage of
supervised machine learning led to the emergence of semi-supervised and un-
supervised machine learning [87]. The semi-supervised (weakly supervised) is
implemented with little supervision. The idea of this type of machine learning
is to use a set of seeds to provide a system with a little external support to
start learning how to extract. For example, finding names of the diseases to
extract can be done by providing the system with seeds, such as five disease
names. First, the system seeks out the sentences that contain these seeds in
order to understand the contexts in which they appear. Then, the system
tries to find other disease names that exist in the same context [97]. Nadeau
[87], developed a semi-supervised NER technique that learned to recognize
100 entity types with little supervision. With regards to unsupervised ma-
chine learning, clustering is considered the most typical approach where, for
example, named entities can be gathered based on the similarity of context
from clustered groups [87, 97].
 Hybrid approach
This approach combines the hand crafted recognition and machine learning
methods.
2.5.2 Information Extraction vs. Information Retrieval
Information Retrieval (IR) is different from Information Extraction (IE). With re-
gards to IR, this technique is intended to retrieve the most relevant documents from
a set of documents for a specific query. In contrast, IE is the task of extracting spe-
cific types of information from documents. Figure 2.8 shows the difference between
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IR and IE.
Figure 2.8: The difference between information extraction and information retrieval
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2.5.3 Arabic in the Context of Information Extraction Task
Named Entity Recognition (NER) has had an influential role in developing various
types of Natural Language Processing (NLP) systems, such as text clustering, Infor-
mation Retrieval (IR), Question Answering (QA), Machine Translation (MT) and
text summarisation, and has served to improve their performance [5, 98, 99, 100].
Although most research has been devoted to the English language, in the past few
years, researchers have started paying attention to the Arabic language. Arabic
textual data in electronic form has rapidly increased with more than 20,000 Arabic
websites on the Internet and more than 300 million users [101]. Hence, there is a
need for tools to deal with this type data, i.e. extracting useful information from
Arabic text.
Most of the systems developed for Arabic in the literature focus on NER [5, 6].
The majority of systems developed for Arabic in this field rely on predefined proper
name gazetteers. Maloney and Niv [98] developed a system called TAGARAB in
order to recognize information relating to names, dates, times, and numerics within
Arabic text. A combination of a pattern matching engine and morphological analy-
sis as well as a words list is used to achieve the recognition task. The morphological
analysis is used to assist the system in recognizing the various morphological word-
shapes and to provide part of speech information for each token before entering the
data into the pattern matching engine, i.e. a high precision morphological analysis
is employed. The performance achieved for the aforementioned entities is presented
in Table 2.11. Good results were achieved but it is an expensive process as each
token is examined. Also, Mesfar [101] developed a system for the Arabic language
to recognize proper names (person, location, organisation names), dates and numer-
ics through a combination of morphological analysis, syntactic grammar and rules.
The role of the morphological analyser is to strip off affixes from inflected words to
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assist in the matching process. Also, this system relies on gazetteers that contain
the names of persons, locations and organisations, together with trigger words that
indicate entities of interest, such as person’s title. As in the TAGARAB system,
this is an expensive process because the whole text must enter the morphological
analyser. Furthermore, huge knowledge resources are used in this system, which in-
clude many predefined gazetteers, such as a personal names list that contains 12,400
Arabic first names and a locations list that consists of 5,038 entries, as well as a list
of keywords that has 872 trigger words for indicating to these entities. The evalua-
tion results of this system are listed in Table 2.11. Likewise, Shaalan and Raza [102]
developed a system called Name Entity Recognition for Arabic (NERA) to extract
10 named entities from Arabic text; person name, location, company, date, time,
price, measurement, phone number, ISBN and file name. They use a rule-based
approach that relies on various fixed predefined dictionaries, such as for personal
names (263,598 complete names, 175,502 first names and last names with 33,517
names), locations (4,900 names) and organisations (273,491 names of companies).
Also, there is a dictionary containing trigger words (indicator words) for helping to
identify entities, such as using job titles to indicate persons’ names. Moreover, a
dictionary called Blacklist is used to reject unwanted entities in order to filter the
result. It is noticeable that gazetteers are extensively used but building them is time
consuming because Arabic resources (corpora, gazetteers) are generally not free and
can be hard to access; they are also relatively few in number. Table 2.11 presents
the performance results achieved for this system in terms of precision, recall, and
f-measure.
Moreover, Al-Shalabi et al. [8] presented an algorithm for extracting proper nouns
from Arabic texts. They use a set of keywords and special verbs together with some
specific rules. Firstly, they use predefined keywords to mark phrases that may con-
tain proper nouns. Secondly, the proposed rules are applied to extract the proper
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nouns that directly follow the keywords and then the extracted words are classified
into one of these categories, based on the type of the keyword: people, locations,
organisations, events and products. However, it should be noted that the system is
not able to extract proper nouns that do not appear directly after the keywords or
the special verbs. Although they reported that they could extract 86.1% of proper
nouns in a text, they evaluated their developed system using only 20 documents,
which is a very small set of data and is perhaps insufficient for determining the
effectiveness of the system. Nevertheless, the performance evaluation is presented
in Table 2.11.
Elsebai et al. [103] adopted a rules-based approach that makes use of the outputs
generated by the Buckwalter Arabic Morphological Analyser (BAMA) for develop-
ing the Persons Names Arabic Extraction System (PNAES). Their system uses a
set of keywords (introductory verbs and words) to indicate the phrases that might
contain person names, i.e. there is no predefined person names gazetteer. However,
lists containing Arabic person names that start with the definite article ”al / the”,
organisations and location names are used. The reason for using organisation and
location names lists is to match the extracted word with words in the lists, and once
the matching occurs, the word is discarded, otherwise it is classified as a person
name, i.e. it is similar to the Blacklist used in [102] to perform filtering. Although
this system is able to deal with names that appear not necessarily next to a key-
word, unlike the above system developed by Al-Shalabi et al. [8], quite complicated
rules are created to cover all the probabilities of a person’s name occurring in a text.
Finally, the performance achieved for the persons names recognition task was good
but it was tested only on one resource, and therefore, the efficiency of this system
was not rigorously examined. Table 2.11 presents the performance results.
Abulei and Evens [104] developed an events extraction and classification system for
Arabic information retrieval systems. Their developed system is based on a prede-
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fined keyword lists and a parser to extract the events, the dates and related proper
nouns. The lists include event words (such as assassinated), valid dates and proper
nouns (people, organisations, locations). The system relies on ’direct look-up’ to
recognize the type of an event, i.e. if an event type is not in the list, it will not be
identified.
Additionally, Abuleil [105] proposed an algorithm for scanning and understanding
events (natural disasters, bombings and deaths) in Arabic text in order to extract
information related to them, such as event locations, event types and dates. The
system uses different lists that are described as event elements. For example, in or-
der for an event to be marked in the text, special words (keywords), including nouns
(e.g. earthquakes, hurricanes and massacres) and verbs, are used. A proper name
list, consisting of person, location and organisation names, is used to extract entities
from the text. Moreover, some particles and nouns are used as link tools when they
occur in the text next to proper nouns and noun phrases, linking the event and its
location. Also, some particles and nouns are used as relationship tools between more
than one event in the text when they occur before the keyword of the second event.
The evaluation results of the system were good, as in Table 2.11, however, the sys-
tem was only tested on a corpus compiled from one source. Furthermore, the above
lists were manually built, based on reading the texts, which is a key disadvantage
of this system. In order to confirm this drawback, the system was tested twice; the
first experiment showed that some keywords were missing, and some particles and
nouns had to be added to the lists. It was reported that after updating the lists,
in the second experiment, the system was not able to extract 28 events due to 9
missing keywords. This problem is caused by a lack of any deep contextual analysis,
which must be done on huge Arabic texts (within the data collection phase). Also,
the authors mentioned that once all the elements (keywords, noun phrases, special
nouns and particles, and proper nouns) were evident appear in the description of
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the event, the system worked well, but this means that the system fails to detect
and understand the event if one of element missing.
Piskorski et al. [106] developed a multilingual news event extraction system at the
Joint Research Centre of the European Commission (JRCEC). The system was able
to extract violent and natural disaster events from online news. They use pattern
matching engine and a set of lexicons, which means that a rule-based approach is
adopted. The event extraction grammar was originally designed to be applied on
the English language but the technique has been extended to work on other lan-
guages, such as French, Italian and Arabic. With regards to the Arabic language,
the Arabic news articles were translated into English using translation systems, and
then they implemented the event extraction grammar. The evaluation results were
not reported for this system.
Table 2.11: Precision, recall and F-measure of above systems
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Clearly, all the above systems use the rule-based approach. Also, common en-
tities (person names, locations, organisations, dates and numbers) have been inves-
tigated by these systems except the two systems developed by Abulei and Evens
[104] and by Abuleil [105]; they tried to recognize events in texts. Additionally,
the described systems did not mention the data sparseness problem in the Arabic
language, except [102]. Furthermore, it seems that most dictionaries (gazetteers),
especially the keywords lists in the aforementioned systems, were built based on au-
thors’ observations or knowledge. In other words, there is no objective explanation
or analysis phase carried out on the data being studied for identifying the keywords.
However, this phase (data analysis phase) was discussed by Traboulsi [107] in order
to identify patterns of person names in Arabic texts. Three types of analysis (fre-
quency, collocation and concordance) were conducted on huge corpora to identify
the most important keywords, to discover the most frequent words collocating with
keywords, and to obtain the concordance of the keywords. Consequently, the most
frequent named entity structures were discovered, which led to the construction of
a local grammar for recognizing person names, i.e. the other structures that may
contain person names are discarded or neglected. As a result, the system might
not be able identify of some named entities. Also, no performance evaluation was
conducted for this system.
On the other hand, machine learning approaches have also been adopted in Arabic
NER research. Benajiba et al. [11] designed the Arabic Named Entity Recognition
System (ANERsys) based on Maximum Entropy (ME). Annotated corpora were
used in this work as well as external resources such as dictionaries. Three differ-
ent gazetteers were manually built: a location gazetteer consisting of 1,950 names
of continents, countries, cities, rivers and mountains, a person gazetteer contain-
ing 2,309 names and an organisation gazetteer consisting of a list of 262 names of
companies, football teams and other organisations. As mentioned earlier, it is time
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consuming to build gazetteers. Also, in order for the system to be tested, several
experiments must be first performed to train it and to derive a set of features for
assisting in the recognition process. Moreover, Benajiba and Rosso [108], changed
the probabilistic model by using Conditional Random Fields (CRF) instated of ME.
Although they achieved promising results through their improvement of ANERsys,
their system still relies on an annotated corpus and the same predefined manually
built gazetteers that were used with ME. Preprocessing, such as stemming as well
as a part of speech feature is used. Also, they use a nationality feature for mark-
ing nationalities in the input text because nationalities are utilized in detecting the
named entities; they are used as precursors to recognizing them. This feature relies
on a dictionary of 334 different nationalities, which was manually built. Table 2.12
shows the evaluation results for ANERsys using ME and CRF. Also, Benajiba et al.
[99] compared three machine learning approaches: Support Vector Machines (SVM),
ME and CRF. The latter was the best and it yielded an overall f-measure of 83.
AbdelRahman et al. [57] integrated two machine learning techniques (bootstrap-
ping semi-supervised pattern recognition and Conditional Random Fields (CRF))
for identifying 10 named entities: person, location, organisation, job, device, car, cell
phone, currency , date, and time classes. However, the developed system, as with
the above systems, relies on predefined gazetteers (person (3,228), location (2,183),
organisation (403), job (70), device (253), car (223) and cell phone (184) to assist in
recognizing the entities. Also, 16 different features are employed for implementing
CRF as well as 232 different seeds. Table 2.12 lists the performance results of this
system.
Abdul-Hamid and Darwish [6], created a system that is able to recognize named
entities (person, location and organisation names) for the Arabic language, based
on a set of features without using morphological or syntactic analysis or gazetteers.
For implementing this work, Conditional Random Fields (CRF) was used. This
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technique was trained on a large set of surface features in order to avoid using Ara-
bic morphological and syntactic features. Table 2.12 presents the evaluation results.
Table 2.12: Precision, recall and F-measure for machine learning systems
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It is noticeable that the above machine learning approaches need an annotated
corpus for them to be implemented. According to Ku [109], they also need large
training data sets. Moreover, they often rely on different predefined gazetteers.
Table 2.13 presents a comparison of all the above systems in terms of method, type
of corpus and whether or not they use gazetteers, POS and/or stemming.
Table 2.13: A comparison between the system applied to Arabic text
With regards to the crime domain, there have been several efforts to develop in-
formation extraction systems for automatically extracting meaningful crime-related
information. Data mining techniques have been used in this domain and a compre-
hensive survey of the effectiveness of the various methods for crime data analysis is
provided by Thongtae and Srisuk [35]. However, these techniques are beyond the
remit of this research.
In the text mining field, Chau et al. [4] studied police narrative reports to extract
five meaningful entities, namely, person, address, vehicle, narcotic drugs and per-
sonal property in order to facilitate crime investigation. The developed system is
comprised of hand-crafted lexicons, rule-based and machine learning. It begins with
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extracting noun phrases from documents based on linguistic rules. The extracted
noun phrases are processed by a finite state machine to generate binary values. This
process is achieved by conducting a matching process using predefined dictionaries
for each word in the phrase and for the words that immediately precede and follow
the noun phrase. Also, other sets of features (e.g. upper and lower case) are used in
the process. The binary values are sent to the feedforward/backpropagation neural
network component as input in order for it to predict the most likely entity type.
The system was evaluated only on 36 documents collected from one source. Table
2.14 presents the evaluation results.
Table 2.14: Evaluation results in terms of precision, recall and F-measure
Also, Chau et al. [110] integrated the above system (entity extraction) with some
data mining techniques, such as association and prediction methods to develop a
crime data mining system.
Ku et al. [109] developed an information extraction system to extract crime-related
information from different resources, such as police reports, newspaper articles and
witness narrative reports written in the English language. Their system relies
on rule-based and lexical look-up approaches. They manually built eighty-eight
gazetteer lists. Also, they employed the Gate open-source framework, which in-
cludes several modules, such as tokenizer, sentence splitter, part-of-speech (PoS)
tagger, noun chunk, and JAPE rules for pattern matching. Table 2.15 shows the
evaluation results for extracting crime events and crime scenes.
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Table 2.15: Evaluation results of extracting crime event and crime scene
Moreover, Riloff [94] developed a program called AutoSlog for extracting informa-
tion in the terrorism domain. The system relies on concept nodes in order to extract
information about terrorist incidents. AutoSlog is comprised of 13 concept nodes,
and each one is triggered by predefined keywords (terrorist action words), such as
’bombed’ and ’kidnapped’, and is activated within a specific linguistic grammar (e.g.
in passive form) in order to extract information, such as targets, perpetrators and
victims. Also, it relies on a corpus tagged by POS tagger.
Also, in order to support crime investigation, other attempts have been made by
governments and companies. The European Commission funded the AVENTINUS
project which can be described as a multilingual information extraction system for
identifying these entities: persons, narcotics, location, organisations, transportation
means, communication means and places and dates. AVENTINUS is designed for
multilingual drug enforcement authorities, improving multilingual communication
and information processing [111], and the rule-based approach is used for imple-
menting the information extraction. Also, the Scene Of Crime Information System
(SOCIS) was developed by a team from Sheffield and Surrey Universities in collab-
oration with four UK police forces (Surrey Police, Hampshire Constabulary, Kent
County Constabulary and South Yorkshire Police) for crime scene photograph in-
dexing and retrieval [112]. Moreover, the system performs information extraction
using rule-based technique to extract all the names entities that might appear up in
a caption: address, age, conveyance-make, date, drug, gun type, identifier, location,
measurement, money, offence, organisation, person and time. The system achieved
80% precision and 95% recall. Both systems (AVENTINUS and SOCIS) rely on
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predefined gazetteers. Finally, the Locard Company developed an evidence track-
ing system (commercial software), which offers management for all crime-related
exhibits; their website (www.locard.co.uk) provides more information about this
software.
It can be inferred that each one of the above systems is focused on extracting spe-
cific entities. Also, different approaches have been used to implement the entity
extraction, for example, Chau et al. [4] utilize machine learning, Ku et al. [109] use
rule-based and lexical look-up, and the system developed by Riloff [94] is based on
linguistic grammar.
2.6 Artificial Neural Networks for Clustering
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are related to field of artificial intelligence [113].
ANNs seem to function as biological neurons; they are composed of a large number of
interconnected artificial neurons, and as a result, they form a network of processing
elements (nodes). Furthermore, these nodes are connected by weighted connections
that look like synapses in the nervous system [114]. Malik [115] defined an ANN as
”a functional imitation of a simplified model of the biological neurons, and their goal
is to construct useful ’computers’ for real-world problems and reproduce intelligent
data evaluation techniques like pattern recognition, classification and generalization
by using simple, distributed and robust processing units called artificial neurons”.
Generally, the main aim of developing ANN algorithms is to mimic the biological
neuron system in the human brain in terms of information processing and knowledge
acquisition. In the human brain neurons are connected via sets of synapses, and
these neurons can send and receive signals to each other via those synapses. These
signals are central to the functioning of the brain, which thus depends on the data
sent between the neurons [116].
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2.6.1 Architectures of Neural Networks
The topologies of ANNs can be divided into two types, as follows [117]:
 Feed-forward Networks
Figure 2.9 depicts an ANN with three layers. The first layer is the input layer,
which has five input nodes for feeding data into the network. The second layer
is a hidden layer, and the last layer is the output layer, which contains two
output neurons. These layers are organised, and there are connections between
the input layer and hidden layer, and between the hidden layer and the output
layer. Thus, the nodes in the hidden layer are a link between the neurons in
the input layer and the neurons in the output layer. Furthermore, the data
is transmitted in only one direction, from input to output. The Perceptron
network and the Adaline network are examples of feed-forward networks.
Figure 2.9: Feed-forward network
 Feedback Networks
These networks have feedback connections. It can be seen in Figure 2.10 that
there is a connection between the output layer and the input layer. Moreover,
signals can be sent in many directions, not in just one, as in the feed-forward
topology. A node can be connected to any other node in previous layer or the
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next layer. The Jordan network, the Elman network, the Hopfield network
and Kohonen nets are examples of feedback networks.
Figure 2.10: Feedback network
2.6.2 Paradigms of Learning
The learning paradigms (or machine learning) can be classified into two types, as
follows [117, 118, 119, 120]:
 Supervised Learning
In the case of supervised learning, the output is known beforehand. Con-
sequently, the network requires an external teacher to train it to obtain the
desired output. This process takes place by informing the output units of the
most suitable response to the input signals. This type of machine learning is
based on training data [109]. Many algorithms have been developed for su-
pervised learning including Support Vector Machines (SVM), Latent Semantic
Indexing (LSI), näıve Bayesian classifier and K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN).
 Unsupervised Learning
With regard to unsupervised learning, there is no need to have an external
teacher to train the network; the network learns by itself. In other words,
it learns to identify patterns from a collection of a data without external
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intervention. Kohonen learning is known as Self Organising Map (SOM), and
is an example of unsupervised learning.
2.6.3 Document Clustering
Fung et al. [121] defined document clustering as ”an automatic grouping of text
documents into clusters so that documents within a cluster have high similarity
in comparison to one another, but are dissimilar to documents in other clusters”.
Initially, it was developed to improve the precision and recall of information retrieval
systems, and as a good method for locating the closest neighbours of a document
[122]. Recently, it has been employed in other areas, such as in search engine
for organising a user’s query results, in web mining, and in document browsing
[122, 123]. As mentioned earlier, a document representation model is required in
order to assist in the clustering task. Once all documents are represented in the
VSM, the clustering techniques can be applied. Clustering has been defined as the
”unsupervised classification of patterns (observations, data items, or feature vectors)
into groups (clusters)” [124]. Also Iiritano and Ruffolo [49] described the clustering
methods as ”techniques for partitioning a set of objects in non-overlapped groups
(clusters) on the base of suitable similarity measures”. Clustering techniques can be
categorised into two types: partitional, where documents are divided into a collection
of flat clusters (e.g. K-means) and hierarchical techniques that use hierarchical
structures for document clustering (e.g. the Single-Link, and the Complete-Link
methods) [67, 124]. Furthermore, the hierarchical techniques can be sub-divided
into two types: agglomerative clustering (bottom-up) and divisive clustering (top-
down) [51].
Moreover, the Self Organising Map (SOM) neural network is another technique for
clustering documents. This technique is popular and widely used for many reasons;
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it is simple to train the algorithm and it preserves the topology of the original
input data. Also, it can reduce the dimensionality of the input data by mapping
high dimension data onto a low dimension map. Hence, the high dimension data
spaces can be visualized. Additionally, SOM has the ability for exploratory data
analysis and it is able to perform data clustering without specifying the number of
clusters [67, 125, 126, 127]. More information about the SOM clustering technique
is provided in the next section.
2.6.4 Self Organising Map
Self Organising Map (SOM), Self Organising Feature Map (SOFM) or Kohonen
map is a type of artificial neural network that was first proposed by Tuevo Kohonen
[2, 128]. It can be described as a data visualization technique that reduces the di-
mensions of the data through the use of self-organising neural networks [129, 130].
SOMs have been used in various applications, including clustering, feature extrac-
tion, pattern recognition, data fusion, computer vision, biometric analysis, video
coding, electromagnetism, forecasting tasks, image processing and visualization of
complex data [131, 132, 133]. Lee et al. [134] applied SOM in the field of public
health for improving a patient care and reducing health care costs. They developed
a system for cancer diagnosis by identifying the relationships between cancer types
and external factors from medical records. The results were satisfactory and it has
the power to extract patterns and re-categorise clinical medical records. Senjyu et
al. [126] proposed a new prediction scheme using SOM for next day load curve
forecasting.
With regards to document clustering, Phuc and Hung [135] developed a graph clus-
tering system using SOM to group similar documents and extract the main ideas
from within them. Also, Freeman et al. [67] used Hierarchical SOM for document
clustering as a ’tree view’ of document topics. Kohonen et al. [136] used the WEB-
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SOM method which is another type of SOM that is able to organise a collection of
documents onto a graphical map display; this allows the user to explore and browse
the documents.
In the crime domain, Chen et al. [137] used SOM to cluster and visualize crime-
related information to assist crime analysis. On the other hand, in the literature,
SOM has not been used in the Arabic crime domain. However, for Arabic texts,
Al-Marghilani et al. [138] developed Multilingual Text Mining for Arabic-English
Scripts (MLTextMAES), based on SOM in order to cluster similar documents in
both languages.
2.6.4.1 Structure of Self Organising Map
SOM has many different structures but the popular architecture is composed of two
layers of processing units [139]. These layers are the input layer and the output
layer, as shown in Figure 2.11. These two layers are fully connected, in other words,
all units in the input layer are connected to all output nodes (neurons).
Figure 2.11: The architecture of the SOM
2.6.4.2 Algorithm of Self Organising Map (SOM)
The idea behind SOM is that it performs mapping for similar input vectors to similar
areas of the output grid [126]. The following is the SOM algorithm:
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1. Initialize weight randomly
2. Initialize neighbourhood ratio
3. Set input pattern
4. Calculate Euclidean distance
5. Find the winner neuron (smallest distance)
6. Update winner and neighbour weight neurons
7. Repeat Steps 3 to 7 until the convergence criterion is satisfied
As can be seen, this algorithm is iterative. The first step is to randomly initialize
the weight vectors of the output map. At each iteration (training), a sample vector
is randomly chosen from the input data. This phase is called the learning process
or competitive learning. Through competitive learning, the Euclidean distance is
calculated for choosing the Best Matching Unit (BMU). The wining neuron or BMU
is the one most similar to the input pattern, that is, its weight is close to the input
pattern. As a result, all neurons on the output layer enter into competition with
each other. The neuron on the output layer that has the smallest distance to the
input pattern is the winner. Once the winning neuron has been selected, its weight
and the weight of its neighbours are both updated in order to make them more
similar to the input pattern. This process is repeated with other documents until
accurate results are obtained or the maximum number of iterations (epochs) is
reached. [126, 127, 140, 141].
2.7 Summary
A background to the Arabic language has been presented along with a discussion of
the challenges facing text mining techniques when dealing with Arabic text. Also,
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detailed information was provided about the text mining pre-processes that might
have to be applied to Arabic text before uitlise any text mining techniques. More-
over, researches related to this thesis were also examined. The current approaches
used for information extraction (applied to text in general and to the crime domain
in particular) were reviewed in this chapter. The most common problems inferred
from the previous works are as follows:
 The Arabic crime domain has not been studied, and therefore, there is no
system developed for crime investigation.
 There is no available Arabic corpus in the literature for the crime context.
 Using predefined dictionaries containing person names, locations, and so on;
it is well known that manually building dictionaries is time consuming.
 Lack of a deep analysis phase for extracting keywords because most authors
use only their own experience to define the keyword list.
 Machine learning systems must use an annotated corpus for achieving infor-
mation extraction. As a result, a PoS tagger must be used or the corpus must
be manually tagged.
 Building and testing a system based on one data source is considered not
sufficient because the system must be tested on a variety of datasets (collected
from different sources) to evaluate the system’s performance.
Also, related works that have used Self Organising Map neural networks for docu-
ment clustering were described in this chapter.
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Chapter 3
Syntactic Analysis for Crime
Domain
Objectives
 Present how the data is analysed.
 Describe computational linguistic techniques.
 Show how the local grammar is constructed.
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3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the development of computational linguistic techniques for
recognising and extracting crime-related information (crime type, location (scene)
and nationality). A syntactic analysis for the Arabic crime domain is performed in
order to identify the behaviour of the words used in the crime context. For imple-
menting this intensive analysis, section 3.2 presents a large corpus, which contains
news reports on various crime incidents collected from different sources. Section 3.3
presents the frequency analysis for the corpus in order to identify the most signifi-
cant words within the frequency distribution of the first 100 words (after excluding
certain types of words, such as prepositions and conjunctions). As a result, section
3.4 explores the crime action words that were identified by the frequency analysis
through applying further analysis (achieved by using concordance and collocation
analyses). Also, a transitive verb analysis is presented in this section as well de-
scribing the crime type local grammar. Section 3.5 describes the nationality local
grammar (after analysing the nationality word) using collocation and concordance
analyses. Finally, section 3.6 provides the location local grammar that was gener-
ated from analysing the words that are most often used for stating locations, using
the same analysis techniques (concordance and collocation). LOLO, which is a sys-
tem for extracting statistical information from Arabic or English corpora developed
by Almas and Ahmad [73], is used for conducting the analysis phase, i.e. frequency
analysis, collocation analysis and concordance analysis, because it is able to manage,
process and visualise collections of multilingual texts.
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3.2 Analysis Phase Corpus
For conducting the syntactic analysis phase, Arabic Crime News Report Corpus
(ACNRC) were built by collecting a large data of Arabic news reports, describing
various types of incidents that happened in different Arabic countries. We have
compiled the corpus from the Alriyadh [142], Sabq [143], Okaz [144], Al-jazirah
[145], Ahram [146], Almessa [147], Alrai [148], Alraimedia [149], Alqabas [150],
Alamalyawm [151], Alwatan [152], Al-seyassah [153], Echoroukonline [154], Albayan
[155], Raya [156] and Al-sharq [157] newspapers. The crime reports from these
newspapers were saved in plain files with UTF-8 encoding. This ACNRC contains
502,609 tokens.
3.3 Frequency Analysis
All languages can be divided into two types: general language and special language
(or sub-language) [73]; they can also be called open domain and restricted domain
[158]. With regard to specialist language, every context or sector has its own, and so
each specific text domain has its own special vocabulary and idiosyncratic syntactic
structures. Hirschman and Sager [159] described sub-language as ”the particular
language used in a body of texts dealing with a circumscribed subject area (often
reports or articles on a technical specialty or science field) in which the authors of the
documents share a common vocabulary and common habits of word usage”. Thus,
recurrent expressions regularly appear in restricted language, and these repeated
patterns are the key to processing textual documents in any specific domain [159].
According to Diekema et al. [158], systems that work on domain-specific texts have
to use specific extraction methods.
Much like the English language, Arabic texts are comprised of two types of linguistic
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units. Firstly ’closed class’ words such as prepositions, determiners and conjunc-
tions, which indicate the natural language, and secondly, ’open class’ words such as
verbs, nouns and adjectives, which indicate the topic [160]. More open class words
are used in specialist texts; these words are often distinct and occur more frequently.
The use of open class words together with well-defined words may reveal sentences
governed by local grammar, which is described as syntactic restriction [107].
Frequency analysis is able to present the most frequent words in the corpus being
studied. Table 3.1 lists the ten most frequent words in the Arabic Crime News Re-
port Corpus (ACNRC); most of these belong to the closed class and the first four





 / shurtat / police”, ”Õç' / tm / completed” and ” 	J.

®Ë @ / alqbd / the arrest”,
which belong to the open class. A comparison between our special corpus (ACNRC)
and a general corpus [73] containing around two million tokens was performed, and




¯ / fi / in”,
”ú

Î« / ala / on”, ”ú

Í@ / ila / to”, ” 	à@ / anna / that” and ” 	á« / aan / about”,
are common to both. Moreover, it shows that the closed words class is prevalent,
whether the corpus is for the general domain or a special domain. Nevertheless,
some prepositions, such as ”H. / bi / by” and ”È / li / of” are extensively used in
Arabic text but they did not appear through this analysis, whether in the special
corpus or in the general corpus, because they are fused or attached to nouns; such
words cannot be discovered in this step of the analysis.
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Table 3.1: The frequency distribution of the first 10 most frequent tokens in both
the special crime domain corpus (ACNRC) and the general corpus
ACNRC Translation F G.Corpus Translation F


























' completed 2406 ÈA
















Ê« on 1944 	á« about 16428
	á« about 1871 ÉK
Z @
Qå @ Israel 14958
The open class words are rich in terms of the information that they carry be-
cause they reveal or indicate the topic of the document. Therefore, the first hundred
words are selected after removing prepositions and conjunctions (closed class). Ac-
cordingly, some new words entered the list and became among the first 100 words.
Table 3.2 lists the closed class words that were removed. Table 3.3 shows the most
frequent words that are either in a noun or verb form.
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Table 3.2: The removed closed class words






























































Ó what ð@ or
ú






@ another QK@ after
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Table 3.3: Frequency distribution of the first 100 words after removing closed class
words in the ACNRC
Word Translation F Word Translation F
Õç























®Ë @ the arrest 2095 È
	Q 	Ó house 462
Ñî

DÖÏ @ the accused 1635 	©ÊJ.Ó amount 461
ÈA









































JË @ the investigation 1038 HXA








@ the security 1189 Pñ
	



























Ë @ the police 874 YJ


















JË @ public persecution 774 ÉJ

¯ murder 412
YÒm× Mohammad 733 X@ Q
	







JË @ the investigations 726 ÈA







































QË @ Riyadh 678 QÓB

@ the issue 398
ø










Ë @ Major-General 664 ©



























@ the media 391
































DÖÏ @ the accused 594 	á£@ ñÓ citizen 382
ÈðB

@ the first 592 Q

« found 379
	áÓ@ security 587 éJk. ð
	P his wife 377
ÐA













m× province 574 HAK
PðX patrols 367
	






























Ë@ the car 356

















J.Ó criminal investigation 495 	áºÖ

ß could 339



























ÓñÊªÓ information 332 IjJ. Ë @





« operation 329 PA
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Some words within Table 3.3, are considered highly informative. These words
can be divided into three groups based on the type of information that they convey
or indicate. Table 3.4 lists crime action words. Table 3.5 presents the word ’na-
tionality’, which is usually used to illustrate a person’s nationality in Arabic texts.
Finally, Table 3.6 shows the words that are often used for stating locations.


















Q̄åË @ the theft



































The nature of the event can be obtained directly through certain words, such as ”ÉJ

¯































m× / mohfdt/ province”
in Table 3.6 are particularly useful for recognising and extracting nationality and
crime location because these two entities often occur in the context of the previous
words.
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The most significant result from this frequency analysis is that the way crime re-
ports are written indicates that the type of crime most usually relies on using nouns










Q̄åË @ / alsrqt / the theft”, the definite article ”È@ / al /the” attached
to it. Moreover, place names are in noun form because they are proper nouns.
With regards to nationality, in the Arabic language there is type of adjective called
’nisba’, which is used to denote pertinence, such as origin and nationality [161]. It is
derived from a noun by adding ”ø


/ iyy” in the masculine case or ”

éK
 / iyyt” in the
feminine case, as a suffix to the noun [161, 162]. This type of adjective also exists in
English, such as ’from Kuwait’, from which the adjective ’Kuwaiti’ can be derived,














QK. / brytany / British” in the masculine case,








QK. / brytaniyyt/ British”.
Therefore, these words can be considered as seeds for discovering the syntactic con-
text of the event type, event location and nationality in order to identify the local
grammar and then to build the indicator nodes for each case.
The following sections present the collocation analysis for the words in Tables 3.4,
3.5 and 3.6, i.e. identifying the most frequent collocation pairs for these words.
This step is important because it can assist in determining the behaviour of these
words within sentences. As a result, the most frequent words that collocate with the
words in these tables are discovered as well as their syntactic construction. More-
over, concordance analysis is carried out in order to identify the structural patterns
that contain crime type, crime location and nationality. Consequently, the domi-
nant patterns used for stating the crime event, crime location and nationality are
obtained.
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3.4 Crime Type
This analysis presents the collocation of the crime action words in Table 3.4. These
words often occur in the form of prepositional phrases and sometimes in the form
of noun phrases. Because of the fact that a prepositional phrase is considered to be
the complement of a head node (noun or verb), we investigated the head nodes that
precede these prepositional phrases. It was found that the head nodes are transitive
verbs, which are prevalent as will be shown. Moreover, with regards to the noun
phrases that contain a crime type, the transitive verbs are also head nodes for them,
as will be seen later. Therefore, the indicator nodes for extracting the type of crime
are constructed based on transitive verbs. These verbs are used as keywords for
triggering the indicator nodes when they are followed by specific prepositions, i.e.
syntactic constraint is applied. As a result, the contexts of these verbs are analysed
in order to identify the prepositions that always collocate with them. The analysis
phase for the crime action words and transitive verbs is presented in the following
sections.
3.4.1 Analysis of Crime Action Words
The following are the collocation and concordance analyses for the crime action





Q̄å / srqt / theft




Q̄å / srqt / theft”. It can be seen




¯ / fi / in”, ” 	á« / ’an /
about” and ” 	áÓ / min / from”. These prepositions are considered the head nodes
(governors) for this word because they occur immediately before it (Position -1), i.e.




Q̄å / srqt / theft”, and consequently,
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they form prepositional phrases. Table 3.8 shows the results of another analysis,




Q̄å / srqt /
theft” are selected.




Q̄å / srqt / theft”
Theft Positions
Collocate T F R L -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5





¯ in 323 221 102 12 8 14 32 155 10 16 31 27 18
	á« about 109 86 23 3 8 3 8 64 6 4 6 2 5
ú

Î« on 86 67 19 15 14 11 5 22 0 2 5 5 7
YªK. after 46 28 18 4 6 10 1 7 0 4 4 8 2




Q̄å / srqt / theft” at Position -1
Theft Positions





¯ in 323 221 102 12 8 14 32 155 10 16 31 27 18







¯ case 32 31 1 0 0 0 0 31 0 0 0 1 0
	áÓ from 390 173 217 39 34 43 27 30 14 56 77 40 30
ú

Î« on 86 67 19 15 14 11 5 22 0 2 5 5 7
Õç'
Z @
Qk. crimes 24 23 1 0 0 0 1 22 0 0 0 0 1

éÖß




« operation 20 20 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0








¯ / qdyt / case”, ”Õç'
Z @
Qk. / jraam / crimes”, ”

éÖß

































Q̄å / srqt / theft” often occurs in the form of a prepositional phrase or noun
phrase because it is often preceded by a preposition or a head noun.
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¯ / qtl / murder
Table 3.9 shows the collocation analysis of the word ”ÉJ

¯ / qtl / murder”. The initial




Q̄å / srqt / theft) because the
most frequent words again are prepositions, such as ”ú





¯ / fi /








¯ / qtl /
murder”; 74 times at Position -1.
Table 3.9: Collocation results for ”ÉJ

¯ / qtl / murder”
murder Positions
Collocate T F R L -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
ú






¯ in 112 61 51 7 5 6 18 25 7 17 8 8 11
	áÓ from 102 49 53 19 13 8 3 6 0 15 5 14 19

éÖß
Qk. crime 77 76 1 0 0 2 0 74 0 0 1 0 0
	áK. son 61 1 60 0 1 0 0 0 0 26 4 25 5
Table 3.10 presents a further analysis, where only the most frequent words that
immediately occur before the word ”ÉJ

¯ / qtl / murder” are chosen. It confirms the
above analysis in that the prepositions ”ú





¯ / fi / in” often
precede this word (Position -1). As a result, they form prepositional phrases because
















/ theft”, also precede ”ÉJ

¯ / qtl / murder”, and thus they form noun phrases.
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Table 3.10: Collocation results for ”ÉJ

¯ / qtl / murder” at Position -1
murder Positions
Collocate T F R L -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
ú

Î« on 147 124 23 2 6 3 2 111 6 4 0 8 5

éÖß





¯ in 112 61 51 7 5 6 18 25 7 17 8 8 11
ú
	

















Q̄åH. / bi-srqt / by theft” is in reality a prepositional phrase because




Q̄å / srqt / theft”, and
together they form a single word. Clearly, this word is always in prepositional
phrase form. As a result, the collocations for this word in Table 3.11 reveal that
no other prepositions can affect it because it is already influenced by the attached
preposition. It can be seen that the three prepositions ” 	áÓ / min / from”, ”ú

Î« /




¯ / fi / in” do not occur in Position -1.




Q̄å. / bi-srqt / by theft”
By theft Positions
Collocate T F R L -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
	áÓ from 225 72 153 25 24 16 7 0 1 57 53 29 13
ú






¯ in 51 17 34 8 3 4 2 0 0 4 13 11 6
ÐA

¯ did 37 37 0 2 2 0 10 23 0 0 0 0 0
Yg@ one 28 12 16 3 3 3 3 0 2 3 2 6 3




Q̄å / srqt / theft”, ”ÉJ

¯ / qtl




Q̄å. / bi-srqt / by theft” mostly appear in the form of prepositional
phrases and sometimes in the form of noun phrases. This confirms our observation
regarding the style in which these texts are written, describing event types by using
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nouns instead of verbs. Therefore, the occurrence of these words, mostly in the form
of prepositional phrases, is exploited. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the prepositional
phrase is preceded by a head node, which is a noun or verb. As a consequence,
the verbs that occur in collocation with the previous words were identified, and





Q̄å / srqt / theft”, ”ÉJ





Q̄å. / bi-srqt /
by theft”, respectively.




Q̄å / srqt / theft”
theft Positions



























	Q̄«@ confessed 13 13 0 4 2 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
 Pñ

K involved 13 12 1 2 3 3 4 0 0 1 0 0 0
Table 3.13: Most frequent verbs found in collocation results for ”ÉJ

¯ / qtl / murder”
murder Positions
Collocate T F R L -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
ÐY

¯@ conducted 41 40 1 0 3 10 27 0 0 0 1 0 0
ÐA









¯@ conducted 9 8 1 0 1 0 7 0 0 1 0 0 0
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Q̄å. / bi-srqt /
by theft”
by theft Positions
Collocate T F R L -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
ÐA



















¯ did 16 16 0 0 0 1 0 15 0 0 0 0 0
ÐA

¯ð and did 15 15 0 0 0 0 1 14 0 0 0 0 0
Table 3.12 and Table 3.13 show that the verbs mostly occur on the right side




Q̄å / srqt / theft” and ”ÉJ

¯ / qtl / murder”, occurring most often





Q̄å / srqt / theft” and ”ÉJ

¯ / qtl / murder”. Contrarily, all the verbs in




Q̄å. / bi-srqt / by theft”, i.e. at Position -1,
because the preposition ”H. / bi / by” is fused with the word. As a result, there is
no separation. However, all these verbs are transitive (with prepositions) except the
verb ” HYîD / shhdat / had”. This fact clarifies that the separation that occurs at
Position -1 in Table 3.12 and Table 3.13 in front of the verbs is because Position -1
is for the prepositions that link these verbs to their complements. Also, the results
of this analysis show that the collocations of the crime action words share the same




«@ / aatraf / confessed”, which occurs in Table 3.12 and
Table 3.14. As a consequence, this result provides a strong motivation to further
study the context of these transitive verbs.
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3.4.2 Analysis of Transitive Verbs
As shown above, our study of the Arabic Crime News Report Corpus (ACNRC)
has led us to identify the characteristics of the language used (crime language).
The most significant feature is that prepositional phrases are used for describing
the type of offence, and a secondary one is that transitive verbs are used. In the
Arabic language, each transitive verb (transitive verb by preposition) has a depen-
dency relationship with specific prepositions, and together they form a grammatical
structure called a transitive construction, as already discussed in Chapter 2. More-
over, transitive verbs do not accept certain prepositions; of the prepositions they do
accept, the context decides the most appropriate one. The verb is considered the
head node of the prepositional phrase, and the prepositional phrase is considered
the complement of the verb. As mentioned before, the role of the preposition is
to convey the meaning of the verb to the words that follow because some verbs
are unable to reach the nouns (object/complement) by themselves. However, as we
mentioned earlier, the aim of this analysis is to determine the linguistic behaviour
of each verb in order to identify its associated preposition or prepositions in this
current domain (crime domain).







«@ / aatraf / confessed”, ” 	QªK / taard / subjected” and ”Q

« / athar
/ found” already appear in the list of the 100 most frequent tokens in the ACNRC.
Moreover, ”ÐA





«@ / aatraf / confessed”, ” 	QªK / taard / sub-
jected”, ”ÐY






takasasat / specialised” have already been seen in the collocation analysis above;
these verbs were addressed in terms of their occurrence in the general corpus. It
is apparent from the table below that 6 prepositional verbs out of the 9 occur in
the special corpus (ACNRC) more frequently than they do in the general one. This
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result reflects their importance and influence in the crime domain (crime language).
Alahmadi [22] identified these verbs together with the prepositions most often asso-
ciated with them.
Table 3.15: Frequency distribution of the transitive verbs by prepositions in the
special corpus (ACNRC) and General corpus
Verb Pronunciation Translation ACNRC G.Corpus
ÐA









K taarrada subjected 384 433
Q« athar found 381 332
ÐY

¯@ agdama conducted 179 43
 Pñ













@ adyn convicted 14 26
¨ðQå

 shoroaa commenced 41 5
As mentioned earlier, Arabic verbs are also inflected in terms of number (singular,
plural and dual), gender (masculine and feminine), person (1st, 2nd, 3rd), voice
(active and passive) and mood (subjunctive, indicative and jussive). These verbs
are generally in the past tense but they can be written in different forms, based on
the context, as in the Table 3.16.
Table 3.16: A sample of different forms for the verbs

















































Moreover, nouns can be derived from verbs and these are called derivative nouns.
They too are inflected for gender (masculine and feminine) and number (singular,
dual and plural). Accordingly, it has been found that there are indeed some nouns
derived from the above prepositional verbs. For example, the verb ” PñK / twrt
/ involved” can be transformed into a noun in different forms. Table 3.17 shows
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the different forms of the nouns that are derived from this verb, together with their
frequency in the corpus. The total frequency of these nouns is 177, so the occurrence
of all the forms of the verb ” PñK / twrt / involved”, which includes the different
forms of nouns and verbs, is 378. The reason for involving derivative nouns in this
research is because in the Arabic language each derivative noun follows its original
verb, i.e. if a verb has a dependency relationship with a preposition, its noun also
has a relationship with the same preposition. In consequence, this assists in extract-
ing offence types from the texts.
Table 3.17: Frequency distribution of the inflected form derived from the verb ” PñK
/ twrt / involved”
In the following, the context of the selected prepositional verbs is investigated. The
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analysis of verbs will examine the words that follow the verb being studied. Thus,
the most frequent words occurring on the left side of the verb, i.e. following the
verb, are the target of this analysis to see if they contain nouns that might indicate
a type of crime. Additionally, this analysis includes investigating which preposition
most often follows each transitive verb, i.e. the associated preposition that has a
dependency relationship with the verb. The length of the analysis (collocation span)
from the verb is 5 words to the right and 5 words to the left. The reason for this is to
distinguish between common words that may appear on both sides and significant
words that mostly occur on the left side of the verb, i.e. following it. The analysis
for these verbs are as follows:
 ÐA

¯ / qam / did
According to Alahmadi [22], this verb can associate with many different prepositions,
and Table 3.18 shows the collocation results for ”ÐA

¯ / qam / did”. The five most
frequent words collocating with this verb are selected. As can be seen, three words
are prepositions: ”ú





¯ / fi / in”. The highest
occurrence appearing immediately after the verb (Position +1) is the preposition
”ú

Î« / ala / on”. However, this type of verb can also associate with the preposition
”H. / bi / by”. This preposition is attached to the noun and they form a prepositional
phrase as a single word. In other words, it is fused to nouns and it becomes their
prefix. So, the most frequent words that start with this preposition are selected and
presented in Table 3.19.
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Table 3.18: Collocation results for ”ÐA

¯ / qam / did”
Did Positions
Collocate T F R L -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
	áÓ from 236 96 140 26 23 23 13 11 4 36 37 30 33
ú

Î« on 153 65 88 17 14 17 17 0 18 19 18 17 16

IJ
k where 120 112 8 6 3 3 1 99 0 0 2 3 3
	





¯ in 103 44 59 13 13 15 3 0 2 12 13 12 20
Table 3.19: Most frequent words associated with preposition ”H. / bi / by” found
in the collocation results for ”ÐA

¯ / qam / did”
Did Positions









Q̄å. theft 37 0 37 0 0 0 0 0 23 10 0 2 2
A













K. report 23 3 20 2 0 1 0 0 11 5 1 3 0
It can be seen in Table 3.19 that three words (prepositional phrases) ”ÉJ

®K. /










K. / bi-etlaq / by firing”,
which appeared in the collocation list of this verb, are crime action words, indicating
types of crime in the form of prepositional phrases. Moreover, the results denote
that the preposition ”H. / bi / by” has highest frequency with this verb. As a
result, it can be inferred that there is dependency relationship between them and
consequently, the proposition ”H. / bi / by” is a candidate for being the companion
to this verb in the crime domain.
In addition, the position of the words that are types of crime is varied e.g. ”ÉJ

®K. /
bi-qtl / by killing” occurs at Positions +1, +2, +3, +4 and +5. Figure 3.1 depicts
this case. Thus, the occurrence of the preposition decides the place (position) of the
prepositional phrase in the sentence. This condition reveals that sometimes there is
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a separation between the verb and its following preposition in the sentence i.e. it is
not necessary the associated preposition that immediately follows the verb.
Figure 3.1: Different examples of occurrence of the preposition after the verb
The following Figure 3.2 presents a sample of the concordance analysis results of this




¯ / qama / did” (masculine dual), ” IÓA

¯
/ qamt / did” (feminine singular) and ” @ ñÓA

¯ / qamow / did” (masculine plural) as
well as ”ÐA

¯ / qam / did” (masculine singular). It can be seen that this verb is
always followed by the preposition ”H. / bi / by”, and that the type of crime is in
the form of a prepositional phrase.
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Figure 3.2: The concordance lines of ”ÐA











«@ / aatrafa” (masculine singular) means confessed in English, mean-
ing that the accused person or the criminal informs the investigators about his/her
actions. Thus, probability of having a type of crime in the same context is rela-
tively high. However, the verb analysis results below not only reveal the type of
preposition that most often follows this verb, but also provides a new case regarding
the occurrence of the word that represents the type of crime. As seen above, with
the verb ”ÐA

¯ / qam / did”, the analysis shows that the crime type occurs immedi-
ately after the preposition. In contrast, the new case here is that the type of crime
not only occurs directly after the preposition but can also occur one or two tokens
away from the preposition, i.e. in the form of a noun phrase. Table 3.20 lists the




«@ / aatrafa / confessed”.
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«@ / aatraf / confessed”
Confessed Positions
Collocate T F R L -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
Ñî

DÖÏ @ the accused 73 47 26 6 3 5 15 18 25 1 0 0 0
	áÓ from 73 27 46 15 7 5 0 0 1 4 10 13 18
ú






¯ in 60 27 33 7 9 6 5 0 3 9 4 9 8
éªÓ with him 58 42 16 1 1 3 3 34 0 2 5 4 5










Q̄å / srqt / theft”, as in Table 3.14. Also, Position +1 in Table 3.20 shows that
there is no significant preposition frequently occurring directly after the verb. This
indicates that the preposition most often associated with this verb is ”H. / bi / by”.
Therefore, another collocation analysis on this verb was carried out, and the most
frequent words with the first letter being ”H. / bi / by” are selected. Table 3.21
shows the result of the second collocation analysis of this verb.
Table 3.21: Most frequent words associated with preposition ”H. / bi / by” found




«@ / aatraf / confessed”
Confessed Positions











Q̄å. theft 25 1 24 1 0 0 0 0 11 7 5 0 1











Öß. Participation 13 2 11 0 2 0 0 0 1 2 2 4 2
The words in Table 3.21 mostly appear to the left, especially at Position +1. The




Q̄å. / bi-srqt / by theft”. Hence,
”H. / bi / by” is elected to be the most frequent preposition associating with this
verb.
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K. / bi-ertkabh” which means























«@ ñë / hwa aatraf bi-ertkab
He confessed committing.
The first question that comes to mind is: what did he commit? As a result, a
new case emerges because there is a lack of meaning. Thus, there is a need to
know the word that follows the prepositional phrase in order for the meaning to be







K. / bi-ertkabh / to committing” in order to investigate the five most frequent








« / amlyt / operation”, which already




Q̄å / srqt / theft” and ”ÉJ

¯ /qtl / killing”, also occur
in collocation with this word. For this reason, these two words are analysed as well.






K. / bi-ertkabh / to committing”
Committing Positions










Ì'@ the crime 11 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 9 1 0 1 0

éÖß












« case 5 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0
The collocations for the word ”

éÖß




« / amlyt / operation”
are presented in Table 3.23 and Table 3.24, respectively. Clearly, types of crime,
such as ”ÉJ

¯ / qtl / murder” or ”ÉJ





Q̄å / srqt / theft
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K / tzwyr / forgery” and ”I. K
Qî

E / thryb /
smuggling” occur in the contexts of both words. This case is explained through the
two examples in Figure 3.3.
Table 3.23: Collocation results for ”

éÖß
Qk. / jrymt / crime”
Crime Positions














Q̄å theft 23 0 23 0 0 0 0 0 22 0 1 0 0
ø Q
	





K forgery 4 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0




« / amlyt / operation”
Operation Positions




®Ë @ the arrest 57 3 54 2 1 0 0 0 47 2 1 1 3
¡J.
	












Q̄å theft 20 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0
It can be seen in both sentences 1 and 2 the type of crime ”ÉJ






Q̄åË @ / alsrqt / the theft” occurred within the noun phrase that followed the
preposition ”H. / bi / by” and it is two tokens away from this preposition. This
result provides that this transitive verb can be a head node for a crime type in form
of noun phrase that follows its preposition.
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Figure 3.3: The verb is the head node of the noun phrases that contain a crime
action word
Figure 3.4 presents the concordance analysis results for this verb in order to
visually examine them. Clearly, there is a dependency relationship between the
verb and the preposition ”H. / bi / by”. Furthermore, the crime type can be seen
in the context of this verb, either in the form of a prepositional phrase or a noun
phrase. Noun phrases that contain crime types (crime action word) occur after the
preposition. Also, different words, such as ” I
	Q̄«@ / aatrft / confessed” (feminine
singular), ” 	á
	Q̄«@ / aatrfn / confessed” (feminine plural), ” A
	Q̄«@ / aatrfa / confessed”
(masculine dual) and ” @ ñ
	Q̄«@ / aatrfow / confessed” (masculine plural), which are




«@”, (masculine singular), can be seen in these results,
and they are also linked to their complements by the same preposition.
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K / taarrad / subjected
The word ” 	QªK / taarrad” means subjected. This verb can reach its object using
the prepositions ”È / li / of” or ”ú

Í@ / ila / to”, as will be shown. The preposition
”È / li / of” is like the preposition ”H. / bi / by” in that both of them are fused
with the word as a prefix. So, this type of preposition cannot appear on its own, as
most other prepositions do. Table 3.25 presents the results of the analysis. It can
be seen that the preposition ”ú

Í@ / ila / to” is the only word that occurs directly
after the word ” 	QªK / taarrad / subjected” (Position +1); this is good evidence
which informs us that this word does not accept the other prepositions in the list,
even though they appear in the same context.
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Table 3.25: Collocation results for ” 	QªK / taarrad / subjected”
Subjected Positions
Collocate T F R L -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5





¯ in 105 32 73 4 11 11 5 1 0 21 17 12 23
	á« about 83 79 4 1 4 2 5 67 0 1 3 0 0
ú

Í@ to 80 25 55 8 5 6 2 4 15 13 11 5 11
	
à@ that 56 53 3 5 7 11 17 13 0 0 0 1 2
Another analysis is here performed in order to select the most frequent words
whose first letter is the preposition ”È / li / of”. The results are presented in the
following Table 3.26.
Table 3.26: Most frequent words associated with preposition ”È / li / of” found in
the collocation results for ” 	QªK / taarrad / subjected”
Subjected Positions






Ë of theft 48 0 48 0 0 0 0 0 14 17 5 6 6
éË of him 21 3 18 0 1 2 0 0 17 0 0 0 1

éJ









Ë of hitting 15 0 15 0 0 0 0 0 9 3 1 1 1
The analysis shows that all the words that are fused with the preposition ”È / li /
of” occur after the word ” 	QªK / taarrad / subjected”, except the word ” éË / lh /
for him”. The type of crime appears explicitly through the words in the first, fourth
and fifth rows in the form of a prepositional phrase.
With regards to the word (prepositional phrase) ”

éJ
ÊÒªË / li-amlyat / of operation”,




« / amlyt / operation”, which was previously analysed but
here it is attached to the preposition ”È / li / of”; they form a single word. As a
result, this word (preposition phrase) is also analysed. Table 3.27 shows the results
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for this word. The five most frequent words collocating with ”

éJ
ÊÒªË / li-amlyat / to
operation” appear to its left and they are crime action words representing different
crime types.
Table 3.27: Collocation results for ”

éJ
ÊÒªË / li-amlyat / of operation”
To operation Positions
Collocate T F R L -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
I. 
	










Q̄å theft 5 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0
ñ¢ burglary 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0
I. 
	
JË @ the swindle 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
Figure 3.5 presents a sample of the concordance analysis results for the verb ” 	QªK





/ taarda / subjected” (masculine dual), ” @ ñ 	QªK / taardow / subjected” (masculine
plural) and ” I 	QªK / taaradt / subjected” (feminine singular). Also, it can be seen
that these verbs are followed by either ”È / li / of” or ”ú

Í@ / ila / to” to reach
their complements that contain a crime type. Moreover, all types of crime (crime
action words) occurring in the form of prepositional phrase are preceded by the
above prepositions. As with the above verb, the preposition also does not necessary
occur directly after the verb.
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K / twrt / involved





¯ / fi / in”. The outcome of the analysis in Table 3.28 proves that
this preposition is the most frequent word, and that it can immediately follow the
verb. Moreover, syntactically, the other words, such as the prepositions ” 	áÓ / min
/ from”, ”ú

Î« / ala / on” and ” 	á« / aan / about” cannot follow, even if they occur





/ srqt / theft”) collocates with this verb (see Table 3.28).
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Table 3.28: Collocation results for ” PñK / twrt / involved”
Involved Positions





¯ in 61 11 50 5 2 1 2 1 19 9 11 4 7
	áÓ from 23 9 14 0 2 2 3 2 0 5 4 5 0
ú





Q̄å theft 13 1 12 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 3 3 2
	á« about 11 11 0 0 2 1 0 8 0 0 0 0 0





¯ / fi / in” often follows this verb. Moreover, different forms,
such as ” A £PñK / twrt / involved” (masculine dual), ” @ ñ£PñK / twrtow / involved”
(masculine plural) and ” I£PñK / twrtt / involved” (feminine singular), which are
derived from the verb ” PñK / twrt / involved”, are evident. Types of crime occur
in the form of noun phrase, as in sentences 1, 2, 5, 7 and 8, and in the form of
prepositional phrase, as in all the other sentences.
Figure 3.6: The concordance lines for ” PñK / twrt / involved”, and its inflected
forms
92









' / tksasat / specialised









¯ / fi / in”. It occurs 56 times, most of them
directly after the verb (47 times at Position +1). Moreover, the other prepositions
have no relationship with this verb, and as a result, it is chosen to be the associated




Q̄å / srqt / theft” occurs 34
times to the left (following the verb), and it is a type of crime that appears within
the context of this verb.




' / tksasat / specialised”
Specialised Positions













« gang 29 29 0 2 3 0 13 11 0 0 0 0 0
	áÓ from 27 17 10 5 5 6 1 0 0 0 0 4 6
ú

Î« on 9 8 1 2 1 3 2 0 0 0 1 0 0
Figure 3.7 depicts the results of the concordance analysis. It shows that this verb
can take different forms. At the same time, the inflected forms (derived from the
main verb) have dependency relationships with the same preposition. It can be seen
that a type of crime (crime action word) follows the preposition in all sentences,
except in sentence number 4 where it is preceded by a noun. Although the crime
action word in sentence 4 occurs in the form of a noun phrase, it is preceded by the
transitive verb and its preposition.
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' / tksasat / specialised”, and its
inflected forms

Q« / athr / found
Through examining the crime reports, we notice that the word ”Q

« / athr / found”
usually appears in crimes relating to drugs or alcohol smuggling. Ahmadi [22] stated
that this transitive verb associates with the preposition ”ú

Î« / ala / on”. After
performing collocation analysis, as in Table 3.30, it has been found the preposition
”ú

Î« / ala / on” is the most frequent word in collocation with this verb. It occurs
306 times to the left of this verb, and so, clearly, this preposition has a dependency




¯ / fi / in”, is ignored.
Also, the words ” A








JK. ð / wbitftish / and inspecting” are
discarded because they do not occur after the verb.
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Table 3.30: Collocation results for ”Q

« / athr / found”
Found Positions
Collocate T F R L -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
ú

Î« on 328 22 306 11 5 2 4 0 111 123 50 11 11





¯ in 93 35 58 18 11 4 2 0 10 15 14 5 14
A










JK. ð and inspecting 41 41 0 5 1 3 32 0 0 0 0 0 0
The results of the concordance analysis of the verbs ”Q

« / athr / found” (mas-
culine singular), ” @ ðQ

« / athrow / found” (masculine plural), and ” HQ

« / athrt /
found” (feminine singular) are presented in Figure 3.8. As can be seen, the verbs
can reach their complements, which contain a crime type, through the preposition
”ú

Î« / ala / on”. As can also be seen, the type of crime is mostly in the form of a
prepositional phrase but it could be in noun phrase. As with the above verbs, the
head noun of the noun phrase follows the preposition that associates with the verb.
Figure 3.8: The concordance lines for ”Q

« / athr / found”, and its inflected forms
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 ÐY

¯@ / aqdm / conducted
The verb ”ÐY

¯@ / aqdm / conducted”, as can be seen in Table 3.31, has a depen-
dency relationship with the preposition ”ú

Î« / ala / on”. This preposition occurs
106 times, distributed between Positions +1 and +5. Additionally, this preposition
is only able to directly follow this verb among the most frequent words (see Position
+1). As a result, the other preposition are ignored. Also, a type of crime, repre-
sented by the crime action word ”ÉJ

¯ / qtl / murder” appears in the context of this
verb.
Table 3.31: Collocation results for ”ÐY

¯@ / aqdm / conducted”
Conducted Positions
Collocate T F R L -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
ú

Î« on 117 11 106 6 0 0 5 0 55 27 8 9 7
	áK. son of 54 7 47 4 1 2 0 0 0 16 6 20 5










¯ in 22 6 16 1 2 1 2 0 0 7 3 1 5
The concordance analysis results for this verb (and its inflected forms) are presented
in the following Figure 3.9. It shows that the complement of the verb always comes
after the preposition ”ú

Î« / ala / on”. Furthermore, all the types of crime occur-






Qk. / jrymt altzwyr / crime of the forgery”, which occurs in the form of a
noun phrase. As usual, the head noun of the noun phrase occurs immediately after
the preposition.
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Figure 3.9: The concordance lines for ”ÐY





X@ / adyn / convicted
According to the following results in Table 3.32, the word ” 	áK
X@ / adyn / convicted”
has association with the preposition ”H. / bi / by”. The preposition ”H. / bi /
by” is attached to all the words, except the word in the first row. Moreover, the
crime action words ”ÉJ





K. / bi-alzna / by adultery” and
”ñ¢ËAK. / bi-alstw / by robbery” appear in the context of this verb.
Table 3.32: Collocation results for ” 	áK
X@ / adyn / convicted”
Convicted Positions
Collocate T F R L -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
ú






®K. by killing 4 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0
	áj. ËA






K. by adultery 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
ñ¢ËA

K. by burglary 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
Figure 3.10 presents the concordance analysis results for ” 	áK
X@ / adyn / convicted”
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(masculine singular), ” I
	
K




adyna / convicted” (masculine dual). These verbs have a dependency relationship
with the preposition ”H. / bi / by”. As in above verbs, the preposition sometimes
immediately follows the verb and sometimes not. Additionally, most of the crime
action words occur in the form of a prepositional phrase, i.e. they are governed
by preposition. The third sentence shows that the head noun that forms the noun
phrase with the second noun (crime action word) follows the preposition.
Figure 3.10: The concordance lines for ” 	áK




 / shoroaa / commenced
Table 3.33 shows the collocation results for ”¨ðQå / shoroaa / commenced”. The




¯ / fi / in”. Hence, it is
selected to be the associated preposition for this verb. In addition, the preposition





K. / bi-alqtl / by killing” occurs in the context of this verb. Moreover, the word







¯ / qdyt / case”, collocates with this verb. This
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word indicates that a type of crime might occur in the form of a noun phrase in the
context of this verb.
Table 3.33: Collocation results for ”¨ðQå / shoroaa / commenced”
Commenced Positions







¯ case 6 6 0 0 0 2 0 4 0 0 0 0 0
ú
	












K. by killing 4 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0
éJ
Ê« on him 3 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0
Figure 3.11 shows the concordance analysis results. The complements (crime action




¯ / fi / in” or
the ”H. / bi / by” prepositions. Also, it can be seen that the types of crime are in
the form of a prepositional phrase because they are directly preceded by these two
prepositions.
Figure 3.11: The concordance lines for ”¨ðQå / shoroaa / commenced”, and its
inflected forms
As already seen in the above analysis, crime types occur within the context of some
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transitive verbs i.e. at the complement of these verbs. Therefore, this linguistic
phenomenon (transitive verbs with their associated prepositions) will be exploited
in order to identify types of crime from Arabic texts.
3.4.3 Crime Type Local Grammar
From the above analysis, we may deduce that types of crime words (crime action
words) occur within the context of certain verbs in transitive constructions. These
types of crime occur after the associated prepositions of verbs, whether in the form
of prepositional phrases or noun phrases. Furthermore, it has been found that each
verb associates with a maximum of two prepositions. Moreover, the occurrence of the
associated preposition, whether directly after the verb or not, is not important. As a
result, the transitive construction can be an effective and useful tool for identifying
and extracting types of crime. Hence, the following indicator nodes are identified
based on this construction. The verbs are used as keywords to trigger the indicator
nodes. Also, a syntactic constraint is applied in order for the extraction task to be
achieved. For enabling this condition, these verbs must be in transitive construction.
The developed indicator nodes for extracting crime types from a given text based
on the above verbs are presented as follows:
 Name: ÐA

¯ / qam / did-transitive-H. / bi / by
Trigger: ÐA

¯ / qam / did
Target: crime type
Constraint: transitive










«@ / aatraf / confessed
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Target: crime type
Constraint: transitive
Activation: trigger is followed by preposition ”H. / bi / by”
 Name: 	QªK / tarad / subjected-transitive-È / li / of - ú

Í@ / ila / to
Trigger: 	QªK / tarad / subjected
Target: crime type
Constraint: transitive
Activation: trigger is followed by preposition ”È / li / of” or ”ú

Í@ / ila / to”




¯ / fi / in
Trigger:  PñK / twrt / involved
Target: crime type
Constraint: transitive




¯ / fi / in”













' / tkasas / specialise
Target: crime type
Constraint: transitive




¯ / fi / in”
 Name: Q

« / athr / found-transitive-ú

Î« / ala / on
Trigger: Q

« / athr / found
Target: crime type
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Constraint: transitive
Activation: trigger is followed by preposition ”ú

Î« / ala / on”
 Name: ÐY





¯ / fi / in
Trigger: ÐY

¯@ / aqdm / conducted
Target: crime type
Constraint: transitive
Activation: trigger is followed by preposition ”ú

Î« / ala / on”
 Name: 	áK
X@ / adyn / convicted-transitive-H. / bi / by
Trigger: 	áK
X@ / adyn / convicted
Target: crime type
Constraint: transitive
Activation: trigger is followed by preposition ”H. / bi / by”




¯ / fi / in - H. / bi / by
Trigger: ¨ðQå / shoroaa / commenced
Target: crime type
Constraint: transitive




¯ / fi / in” or ”H. / bi / by”
Moreover, based on the above analysis, the local grammar for describing the domi-
nant crime type patterns can be built. Figure 3.12 shows this local grammar.
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Figure 3.12: Crime type local grammar
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Figure 3.13: Crime type local grammar (English Version)
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3.5 Nationality
As mentioned previously, the nationality type is one of the targets that need to be







/ the nationality”, which is the word usually used to illustrate a person’s nationality,
is within the list of 100 tokens (see Table 3.3).






Ì'@ / aljensyt / the nationality” (singular with the definite
article ”È@ / al / the”) occurs 676 times in the special corpus (ACNRC) but only
91 times in the general corpus. Other forms of this word were found, and their





k. / jensyt / nationality”
(singular without definite article) and ” HAJ

	
k. / jensyat / nationalities” (plural)
occur 198 and 53 times in the ACNRC but only 42 and 18 times in the general corpus,




Ì'@ / aljensyat / the nationalities”
(plural with definite article ”È@ / al / the”) occurs 33 times in the ACNRC but 239
times in the general corpus. Nevertheless, the general occurrence of this word is
greater in the ACNRC than in the general corpus.
The collocation and concordance analyses of all these words were performed in order
to study their contexts from two perspectives: words order and syntactic structure.
The result shows that nationality is often represented by a word that immediately
























Ì'@ / aljensyat / the nationalities”
must be assigned the genitive case by the preposition (governor) ” 	áÓ / min / from”.






Ì'@ / aljensyt / the nationality”; when this
word is not preceded by the preposition ” 	áÓ / min / from”, the word that occurs
instead of the preposition is considered to indicate nationality, as will be shown.
The collocation and concordance analyses of each word is provided in the following
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section.
3.5.1 Analysis of Nationality Word































Ì'@ / aljensyt / the nationality







/ the nationality” is the preposition ” 	áÓ / min / from”. This preposition occurs
to the right (preceding) 406 times in various positions, and in 296 out of these 406






Ì'@ / aljensyt / the nationality”. Consequently,
there is a dependency relationship between them. The other tokens, such as the
prepositions ”ú





¯ / fi / in” and the word ” 	áK. / bin / son of”, are
neglected because they have no strong relationship (i.e. Position -1) with the word
being investigated.






Ì'@ / aljensyt / the nationality”
The nationality Positions
Collocate T F R L -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
	áÓ from 528 406 122 25 33 21 31 296 1 19 32 33 37
ú






¯ in 101 12 89 8 2 2 0 0 15 26 21 12 15




Xñª Saudi 74 74 0 0 1 1 0 72 0 0 0 0 0
On the other hand, the nationality word ”ø









Ì'@ / aljensyt / the nationality”. As a result, another anal-
ysis was carried out to investigate the most frequent words immediately occurring






Ì'@ / aljensyt / the nationality”.
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ya / y”, such as ”ø
















bakstani / Pakistani”. However, the preposition ” 	áÓ / min / from” is still at the
top of the list.






Ì'@ / aljensyt / the nationality” at Position
-1
The nationality Positions
Collocate T F R L -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
























K same 17 14 3 0 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 0 3







/ aljensyt / the nationality” can be seen in Table 3.36. All these words represent
different nationalities.






Ì'@ / aljensyt / the nationality” at Position
+1
The nationality Positions

































JJ. Ë @ the Bangladeshi 22 2 20 0 0 2 0 0 20 0 0 0 0
Therefore, we may deduce from these two analyses that a nationality can occur be-






Ì'@ / aljensyt / the nationality”. It can be noticed
that the nationalities in Table 3.35 have suffixes ending with ”ø


/ iyy” but in Table
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3.36 they end with ”

éK
 / iyyt”. In addition, according to the concordance analysis,






Ì'@ / aljensyt / the






Ì'@ / aljensyt / the nationality” is as-
signed the genitive case by the preposition ” 	áÓ / min / from”. In contrast, if it is
not preceded by a preposition, the word that precedes it instead of that preposition
is a nationality word.







syt / the nationality”. Both cases can be seen, and the occurrence of nationality
type before or after is controlled by the preposition ” 	áÓ / min / from”, i.e. by the






Ì'@ / aljensyt / the nationality”, whether or not it is
in the genitive case.












k. / jensyt / nationality





k. / jensyt / nationality”, Table 3.37 shows that
the preposition ” 	áÓ / min / from” is most frequent word collocating with it. The
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jensyt / nationality” as often as 165 times. Furthermore, no other words occur at
Position -1. Also, it can be seen that the word ”

éJ
K. Q« / arabyt / Arab”, which is
the second most frequent word, appears to the left 86 times but does not appear at





k. / jensyt /






@ / asywyt / Asian”, can be
seen at Position +1.





k. / jensyt / nationality”
Nationality Positions
Collocate T F R L -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
	áÓ from 218 190 28 15 4 5 1 165 3 2 8 3 12

éJ





¯ in 55 16 39 10 3 1 2 0 0 11 12 9 7
ú







@ Asian 38 1 37 0 1 0 0 0 34 0 2 0 1
More two analyses were undertaken in order to obtain the most frequent words that





k. / jensyt / nationality”. The results
can be seen in Table 3.38 and Table 3.39. Table 3.38 shows that the word most often





k. / jensyt / nationality” is the preposition ” 	áÓ / min
/ from”. Therefore, the preposition governs this word and assigns the genitive case






/ jensyt / nationality”.
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k. / jensyt / nationality” at Position -1
Nationality Positions
Collocate T F R L -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
	áÓ from 218 190 28 15 4 5 1 165 3 2 8 3 12
ÈA

Ô«@ works 8 4 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 3 1 0
ÉÒm'
 carry 5 3 2 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 1 0 0




Ó scenes 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0





k. / jensyt / nationality” at Position +1
Nationality Positions
Collocate T F R L -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

éJ























K. Pakistani 4 1 3 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0
	áÓ from 218 190 28 15 4 5 1 165 3 2 8 3 12
Furthermore, a sample result of the concordance analysis of this word confirms
that if it is preceded by the preposition ” 	áÓ / min / from” (i.e. assigned the genitive
case), then the following word is a nationality. Different nationalities can be seen
in the following Figure 3.15, such as ”

éJ






















ÓðP / rwmanyt / Romanian”.
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Ì'@ / aljensyat / the nationalities








Ì'@ / aljensyat / the nationalities”, respectively.
Clearly, the preposition ” 	áÓ / min / from” is the most frequent word collocating
with both words, and it immediately occurs before them (Position -1).
Table 3.40: Collocation results for ” HAJ

	
k. / jensyat / nationalities”
Nationalities Positions
Collocate T F R L -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5








m× different 28 0 28 0 0 0 0 0 28 0 0 0 0
ú











 @ persons 8 8 0 0 1 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Ì'@ / aljensyat / the nationalities”
The Nationalities Positions
Collocate T F R L -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5






B@ Asian 8 1 7 1 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0
ú







m× different 7 7 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0

é«ñÒm.
× groups 4 4 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Moreover, another two analyses were carried out to obtain the most five frequent
words that immediately precede (Position -1) and follow (Position +1) both words.
The results can be seen in Table 3.42 and Table 3.43. They show that there is no
occurrence for nationality words preceding ” HAJ

	





Ì'@ / aljensyat / the nationalities”.
Table 3.42: Collocation results for ” HAJ

	
k. / jensyat / nationalities” at Position -1
Nationalities Positions
Collocate T F R L -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
	áÓ from 67 62 5 3 7 1 1 50 0 1 1 0 0
	
àñÊÒm'
 carrying 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

èY« several 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0






ð expatriates 4 4 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Ì'@ / aljensyat / the nationalities” at
Position -1
The nationalities Positions
Collocate T F R L -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
ø







m× different 7 7 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0
	áÓ from 43 38 5 2 4 2 25 5 0 0 4 0 1
A
	





¯ in 3 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
On the other hand, nationality words can be seen in Table 3.44 and Table 3.45,








Ì'@ / aljensyat / the nationalities”.
Table 3.44: Collocation results for ” HAJ

	
k. / jensyat / nationalities” at Position
+1
Nationalities Positions
















¯ @ African 7 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0

éJ












Ó@ Emirates 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0
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Ì'@ / aljensyat / the nationalities” at
Position +1
The nationalities Positions






B@ the Asian 8 1 7 1 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0

éJ





















Ë @ the east 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
Additionally, the concordance analysis results for both words can be seen in
Figure 3.16 and Figure 3.17, respectively. This analysis proves that when the both of
these words are the assigned genitive case, the word that follows them is a nationality.
Figure 3.16: The concordance lines for ” HAJ

	
k. / jensyat / nationalities”
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Ì'@ / aljensyat / the nationalities”
The above analysis shows that a nationality entity occurs within the context





k. / jensyt / nationality” and its inflected form when they are
assigned genitive case by the preposition ” 	áÓ / min / from”. Hence, this syntactic
construction will be used in order to recognize this type of entity.
3.5.2 Nationality Local Grammar






/ jensyt / nationality” (in any inflected form) and the preposition ” 	áÓ / min / from”.
As a result, from the syntactic point of view, the word is often in the genitive case.












/ the nationality” (definite singular), ” HAJ

	





Ì'@ / aljensyat / the nationalities” (definite plural) can all be used for
building the indicator nodes. They can be described as triggering keywords; they
trigger the indicator nodes into recognising and extracting the nationality (with
syntactic constraint). This linguistic condition is activated when the above words
are assigned the genitive case by the preposition ” 	áÓ / min / from”. As mentioned






Ì'@ / aljensyt / the nationality”; when this word
is not preceded by the preposition ” 	áÓ / min / from”, the word that occurs instead
of the preposition is considered to indicate nationality.
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Ì'@ / aljensyt / the nationality
Target: nationality
Constraint: genitive














Ì'@ / aljensyt / the nationality
Target: nationality
Constraint: not in genitive case












k. / jensyt / nationality
Target: nationality type
Constraint: genitive










Ì'@ / aljensyat / the nationalities
Target: nationality
Constraint: genitive
Activation: trigger is preceded by the preposition ” 	áÓ / min / from”
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k. / jensyat / nationalities
Target: nationality
Constraint: genitive
Activation: trigger is preceded by the preposition ” 	áÓ / min / from”
The following Figure 3.18 depicts the nationality local grammar that was generated
based on the syntactic analysis.
Figure 3.18: Nationality local grammar
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Figure 3.19: Nationality local grammar (English Version)
3.6 Location
The words in Table 3.46, which are often used for stating a place name, are analysed












JÖß. / bi-mantqt / in






JÖß. / bi-mantqt / in area”
is attached to the preposition ”H. / bi / in”. This composition, as already described,
is a prepositional phrase, which is a type of the genitive case. Table 3.46 presents
the comparison results for these words between the special corpus (ACNRC) and
the general one.
Table 3.46: Occurrence of location words in the ACNRC and general Corpora

























YÓ mdinat city 313 2565
Likewise, collocation and concordance analyses for the above words were performed
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in order to investigate their contexts and to obtain a fuller picture. The results
show that place names (crime locations) are often represented by words that imme-
diately follow the above words. This is similar to the English compositions ’city of’,
’province of’ and ’region of’, all of which constitute a construct state in terms of
grammar. Accordingly, these words are chosen as keywords for triggering the indica-
tor nodes in order to recognize and extract a crime location. Although these words
are often assigned the genitive case as objects of specific prepositions in preposi-
tional phrases, or as the second noun of specific construct heads in construct sates,
there is no need to apply a syntactic constraint.
3.6.1 Analysis of Location Words







JÓ / mantqt / area
Table 3.47 presents the results of the collocation analysis. The collocation analysis






JÓ / mantqt /




¯ / fi / in”; it is to the right (preceding) and it occurs 381






JÓ / mantqat / area”. Also, another preposition,





 / shurtat / police”, which is within the list of 100 tokens, appears 323 times






JÓ / mantqat / area”. Moreover, the last




. / bi-shurtat / in police”, which is in reality a prepositional









. / bi-shurtat / in police”). This word
is also within the 100 words list, and it occurs 2,166 times in the ACNRC. On the
other hand, the word ” 	AK
QË @ / alriyad / Riyadh”, which is a city name, occurs 286
times immediately after the word being investigated.
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JÓ / mantqt / area”
Area Positions









 police 335 329 6 1 2 3 0 323 0 0 1 2 3









. in police 140 139 1 0 0 1 0 138 0 0 1 0 0
Also, another two analyses were carried out to obtain the most frequent words at
Position -1 and Position +1. The results are listed in Table 3.48 and Table 3.49.
Position -1 in Table 3.48 shows the first three words (in, police and from) already
seen in the above Table 3.47, and two new words, which are the preposition ”ú

Í@ / ila








Ë / li-shurtat / to
police” is a prepositional phrase because the preposition ”È / li / of” is attached to
it, forming a single word. From the syntactic point of view, the words ”bi-shurtat”







JÓ / mantqt / area”.






JÓ / mantqt / area” at Position -1
Area Positions













. in police 140 139 1 0 0 1 0 138 0 0 1 0 0
ú





Ë to police 43 43 0 1 0 0 0 42 0 0 0 0 0







JÓ / mantqt / area”, all of them are the names of cities. This is similar
to English where the phrases ’area of’ and ’region of’ are used before what we expect
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to be a place name. Moreover, in terms of grammar, they form a construct state






JÓ / mantqt / area” inherits its definiteness from the name of
the city that follows it.






JÓ / mantqt / area” at Poistion +1
Area Positions





QË @ Riyadh 302 7 295 5 0 1 1 0 286 2 0 3 4
Q














g. Jazan 41 1 40 1 0 0 0 0 40 0 0 0 0
The following Figure 3.20 presents a sample of the concordance analysis. The results






JÓ / mantqt / area” are the names






JÓ / mantqt / area” is sometimes not preceded













¯ / fi / in”.






JÓ / mantqt / area”
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JÖß. / bi-mantqt / in area






JÖß. / bi-mantqt / in area”, this word is a prepositional







JÓ / mantqt / area”. As a result, this word is governed and assigned the genitive







/ bi-mantqt / in area” is prepositional phrase, there is no need to investigate its
collocation from the right. Table 3.50 shows the results of the collocation analysis






JÖß. / bi-mantqt / in area” for the words that
directly follow it (at Position +1). It can be seen that all the words are the names
of areas.






JÖß. / bi-mantqt / in area”
In area Positions










' Najran 24 0 24 0 0 0 0 0 24 0 0 0 0










Ë@ Al-Salmit 11 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0
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Figure 3.21 shows the concordance analysis for this word. It can be seen words
such as ”ÐQêË @ / alhram / Pyramid”, ” 	AK











JÖß. / bi-mantqt / in area”.
























m× / mohafdat” means province in English. To investigate its context,
a collocation analysis was preformed, and the results are in Table 3.51. As can be








 / shurtat / police” and ”ú

Í@







/ mantqt / area”, i.e. they share the same context.
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m× / mohafdat / province”
Province Positions









 police 189 186 3 1 7 2 0 176 0 0 1 0 2
	áÓ from 189 96 93 21 23 13 9 30 0 21 19 21 32
ú

Î« on 86 12 74 7 2 3 0 0 0 11 25 21 17
ú

Í@ to 71 44 27 5 5 5 6 23 1 6 4 7 9
Moreover, two collocation analyses were accomplished in order to investigate the









mohafadt / province”. Table 3.52 presents the results of the words most frequently








m× / mohafdat / province”. These words






JÓ / mantqt / area”.








m× / mohafdat /
province”) because they are either prepositions or construct heads of the construct
state.








m× / mohafdat / province” at Position -1
Province Positions









 police 189 186 3 1 7 2 0 176 0 0 1 0 2
	áÓ from 189 96 93 21 23 13 9 30 0 21 19 21 32
ú





. in police 13 13 0 0 0 1 0 12 0 0 0 0 0
On the other hand, Table 3.53 provides the words most frequently occurring at













JÖß. / bi-mantqt / in area” were obtained. All the words in
Position +1 are province names.
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m× / mohafdat / province” at Position +1
Province Positions
Collocate T F R L -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5











@ Al-Ahsa 22 0 22 0 0 0 0 0 22 0 0 0 0
Z @ Qêm.






Qj. ÊK. Baljurashi 17 0 17 0 0 0 0 0 17 0 0 0 0
Figure 3.22 shows the concordance analysis results for this word. It can be









mohafdat / province” are the names of provinces.














YÓ / mdynt / city





¯ / fi / in”, ” 	áÓ / min / from” and ”ú

Í@ / ila / to” are the most frequent words
occurring immediately before this word. Table 3.55, which contains only the words





YÓ / mdynt / city”, confirms that
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/ shurtat / police”. In Table 3.54, the word ” 	AK
QË @ /alriyadh / Riyadh”, which is





YÓ / mdynt / city” 43 times.






/ city” are city names.





YÓ / mdynt / city”
City Positions





¯ in 165 145 20 9 27 7 6 96 0 11 3 3 3





QË @ Riyadh 45 2 43 1 0 0 1 0 43 0 0 0 0
ú

Î« on 40 17 23 5 7 5 0 0 0 8 2 6 7
ú

Í@ to 34 26 8 0 1 4 4 17 0 1 1 1 5





YÓ / mdynt / city” at Position -1
City Positions





¯ in 165 145 20 9 27 7 6 96 0 11 3 3 3




 had 18 18 0 0 0 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 0
ú





 police 16 16 0 1 3 1 0 11 0 0 0 0 0
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YÓ / mdynt / city” at Position +1
City Positions





QË @ Riyadh 45 2 43 1 0 0 1 0 43 0 0 0 0
Qå
	
 Nasr 21 0 21 0 0 0 0 0 21 0 0 0 0





J. Ë @ Al-Baha 8 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0
ÐA

ÓYË@ Al-Dammam 7 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0





YÓ / mdynt / city” are presented





YÓ / mdynt / city” are the





 / shurtat / police”, as in sentences 5, 7 and 9.











ð / wlayt / state





ð / wlayt / state” not being within the list of 100 token, it has
the same characteristics as all the above words. Table 3.57 and Table 3.58 present





ð / wlayt /
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 / shurtat / police”, ” 	áÓ /
min / from ” and ”ú




























wlayt / state” at Position +1 are state names.





ð / wlayt / state”
State Positions









 police 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
	áÓ from 6 2 4 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 1 0 1
ú





 east 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0





ð / wlayt / state” at Position +1
State Positions
Collocate T F R L -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5
	
­J























 Sidi 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0

















¯ / fi / in”, ” 	áÓ / min / from” and ”ú
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ð / wlayt / state”
The result of the analysis shows that place names (crime locations) are often
































ð / wlayt / state”. This type of structure will be used for identifying
crime locations.
3.6.2 Location Local Grammar































ð / wlayt / state”
provide a full picture of their behaviour within sentences. Furthermore, they show
that their respective contexts contain place names. These names always immediately
follow them, and therefore, these words are employed for constructing indicator
nodes for extracting crime locations from a given text, by using them as triggering
keywords with no syntactic constraint. The indicator nodes for extracting crime
location are as follows:
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ð / wlayt / state
Target: place name
The following Figure 3.25 depicts the local grammar for location.
Figure 3.25: Location local grammar
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3.7 Summary
This chapter has presented how the data were analysed, using frequency, colloca-
tion and concordance analysis approaches. These analyses have led to identifying
the most important words (see Table 3.4, Table 3.5 and Table 3.6) within the huge
collection of data, and have identified the behaviour of those words within text. As
shown above, the results of the analyses have assisted in discovering the compu-
tational linguistic techniques (transitive and genitive constructions) for extracting
crime type, location and nationality. As a result, this has led to the building of their
local grammars, represented by indicator nodes for each case, which, to the author’s
knowledge, these special syntactic structures have not been used in the literature
for extracting the aforementioned entities in Arabic text. These indicator nodes are
triggered by predefined keywords and activated in a specific linguistic context. Ac-
cordingly, in order for the indicator nodes to be activated, the syntactic constraints
must be achieved, except when extracting crime location because there is no need for
any syntactic constraint. For example, in extracting a type of crime, the transitive





/ fi / in”; this indicator node is triggered by the keyword ” PñK / twrt / involved”,
and the enabling condition that allows the indicator node to be activated is that the
word tawarat, which must be in a transitive construction. In other words, it must










¯ +  PñK / twrt + fi
Involved + in
The indicator node, in the case of extracting the crime type, is considered the head
node of the prepositional phrase. As a result, the complement of the indicator node
that starts with a preposition is usually a crime type. The following is an example
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K / twrt fi srqt-i
 Involved-transitive in-governor theft-genitive.
In this example, the indicator node is triggered by the transitive verb ” PñK / twrt









Q̄å / srqt / theft”, which follows the preposition, is extracted as the crime
type. Generally, all the indicator nodes for extracting the type of crime must be
transitive verbs (by specific prepositions).
With regards to extracting a nationality from a given text, the genitive case is





k. / jensyt / nation-
ality” or its other inflected forms, such as ” HAJ

	
k. / jensyat / nationalities”. Also,
it has a syntactic constraint. So, in order for the indicator node to be activated, the










	áÓ ÐQj. ÖÏ @ / almjrm min jensyt saudit
 The offender from-governor nationality-genitive of Saudi-genitive.
The indicator node here is assigned the genitive case by the preposition (governor)
” 	áÓ / min / from”. Moreover, the word ”

éK
Xñª / saudit / Saudi”, which follows
the indicator node, is a nationality.
Finally, in order for a crime location to be extracted, the indicator nodes are trig-



















ð / wlayt / state of”. There is no need for syntactic constraint to be
applied because the target, which is the name of the place, often occurs directly












JÓ / mantqt alriyad
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 Area of Riyadh







mantqt / area”. The word ” 	AK
QË @ / alriyad / Riyadh”, which follows the indicator
node, is extracted as a place name. Table 3.59 provides a summarisation of the three
cases, upon which is based the proposed framework, as will be seen in the following
chapter.
Table 3.59: General description for the indicator node state for crime type, nation-
ality and crime location
Entity - Event Indicator node state
Crime type Verbs in transitive construction by specific prepositions
Nationality Specific noun in genitive case
Crime location Specific nouns without any syntactic condition
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Chapter 4
Architecture of Crime Profiling
System
Objectives
 Present detailed information about the proposed architecture phases.
 Describe the components of each phase.
 Show how the components of the system’s architecture interact.
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4.1 Introduction
The syntactic analysis performed on data relating to the Arabic crime domain in
Chapter 3 has revealed the requirements needed to design a framework for the
Crime Profiling System (CPS). The proposed framework is presented in this chap-
ter. Section 4.2 provides an overview of the framework’s architecture. Section 3.4
describes the initial preprocessing stage, which is comprised of four components:
data gathering, tokenization, normalisation and early filtering. Section 4.4 presents
the information extraction stage, which is dedicated to extracting crime informa-
tion from crime news reports in order to generate a summary and automatically
construct dictionaries. Section 4.5 provides the intermediate preprocessing stage,
which consists of post filtering, stemming, frequency analysis, generating a word
index and document representation. Section 4.6 provides a brief description of the
clustering stage. Finally, section 4.7 presents the visualisation stage.
4.2 Framework Overview
An overview of the framework’s five stages, as depicted in Figure 4.1, is presented
in this section. The five stages of our framework are as follows:
 Initial Preprocessing Stage
This stage contains four components: data gathering, tokenization, normali-
sation and early filtering.
 Information Extraction Stage
The information extraction process is conducted by utilising the proposed
computational linguistic techniques that were presented in the previous chap-
ter. Automatically building dictionaries is achieved in this stage as well as
generating a summary.
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 Intermediate Preprocessing Stage
This stage consists of the post-filtering, stemming, indexing and document
representation processes.
 Clustering Stage
The clustering tasks, for grouping similar crimes together, are performed in
this stage.
 Visualisation Stage
In order to assist in analysing the collection of documents, a visualisation
process is employed.
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Figure 4.1: News-based Crime Profiling System (CPS) architecture
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It can be seen that our proposed framework contains two text mining techniques:
information extraction and clustering (together with other processes). Detailed ex-
planations for each stage are provided in the following sections.
4.3 Initial Preprocessing Stage
This stage is comprised of four components: data gathering, tokenization, normali-
sation and early filtering. Each component is described as follows:
4.3.1 Data Gathering
It is well known that text mining research relies heavily on the availability of a
suitable corpus. A corpus is a collection of documents used by text mining tech-
niques for performing various tasks. It can be seen in Figure 4.1 that the first step
is document gathering, conducted in order to build a corpus. In this research, the
study is conducted on a specific context (the crime domain) but because there is no
compilation of Arabic news reports about crime readily available in the literature,
we need to collect our own specialised data, and so for this research project, news
reports relating to crime, published in Arabic newspapers and available over the In-
ternet, are our target for collection. As mentioned in Chapter 1, there are difficulties
in accessing official police data or police narrative reports directly but newspaper
reports usually contain the same information. Also, the content of web forums that
are specialised and/or interested in crime news will be used in this work.
To collect crime news report (published in different Arabic countries) from the news-
papers’ websites, we will copy each crime incident from the crime section and save
it in a plain file; the same step is done for web forums. As a result, these files are
cleansed from HTML tags, and because we are compiling a specific data, this step
is manually performed. The reason for compiling a corpus from different sources is
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to avoid the problem of bias, which could occur if the system were developed and
tested on documents collected from only one country. The result of this process can
be seen in Chapter 5.
4.3.2 Tokenization
An important step in the processing of textual documents, which takes place be-
fore information extraction and clustering, is tokenization. Here the words in the
documents are separated out into individual words that are identified by the blank
spaces between them. Thus, tokenization allows the unstructured text to be split
into tokens, which assists the system in processing the text. As a result, each textual
file is represented through one vector. Figure 4.2 illustrates this process.
Figure 4.2: Example of how the tokenization process works
4.3.3 Normalisation
Because there are spelling variations in the Arabic language, and some letters that
mainly perform the same function are written in different forms, it is necessary to
employ a normalisation strategy to avoid the data sparseness problem. This process
plays important role in this work and cannot be ignored because of the different
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writing styles used by journalists, which may affect the proposed approach. For
example, the verb ”ÐY

¯@ / aqdm / proceed” in this research is used to identify a
crime type when it is followed by the preposition ”ú

Î« / ala / on”, which means
that the verb is in a transitive construction. However, some newspapers do not adopt
the official Arabic writing style, and instead write in classical Arabic. Therefore, the
above verb ”ÐY





@”, i.e. the letter
”

@” (with hamza above) is used instead of ” @” (with no hamza above). Therefore,
this process is devoted to performing three normalisation strategies, as follows:
 The first is related to the letter ” @”; this may appear in the texts as ”

@” (with
hamza above), ” @

” (with hamza below) or ”

@” (with maad above). These will
all be normalised to ” @”.
 The second letter is ”









and this will be normalised to ”ø”.
As a result, this process makes the corpus more consistent.
4.3.4 Early Filtering
In most text mining systems, the functional words, such as prepositions and conjunc-
tions, as well as punctuation marks and diacritics, are usually removed during the
filtering process. In this system, there are two filtering processes: early filtering (in
this stage) and advanced filtering (in the third stage, the intermediate preprocessing
stage). In the early filtering, the system will remove all the stopwords, punctuation
marks, numbers and diacritics from each text document with the exception of prepo-
sitions, as shown in Table 4.1; these are retained for the process that follows. These
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remaining stopwords, i.e. the prepositions, are considered in this research to be
central to the operation of the system in that they play a significant role in the
syntactic constructions that are tapped to perform the next stage (information ex-
traction stage).
Table 4.1: List of prepositions that are kept in the early filtering stage
















Figure 4.3 is an illustration of the process whereby the unwanted stopwords are re-
moved. The result of this component will be the same text document but with no
stopwords (except prepositions), punctuation marks, numbers or diacritics.
Figure 4.3: Early removal process, removing all types of stopwords except preposi-
tions
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4.4 Information Extraction Stage
Information extraction is the process whereby relevant information is extracted from
a document. This is achieved in this research by utilising the proposed computa-
tional linguistic techniques, which are represented by the indicators nodes described
in Chapter 3. This process is designed to identify three entities, which are the event
type (e.g. murder, theft or assault), the location (e.g. Cairo), and the nationalities
of the people involved in the crime, in order to automatically build dictionaries and
generate a summary for each news report. These summaries are comprised of data
that are of higher quality and better suited to the clustering process; according to
Bacao et al. [163], the quality of the data is important, as it can have consequences
for the quality of the clustering results.
During the extraction process, the proposed indicator nodes are used in the identifi-
cation of the aforementioned entities, with some syntactic constraints. The specific
processes for extracting event type, location and nationality are explained below.
1. Type of Crime
As shown above, our study of the crime domain corpus has led us to identi-
fying the characteristics of the language used (crime language). The types of
offence usually occur within the transitive grammatical structure.
For extracting crime types, the system looks for words in a text that match
the words in the verb list, and when a match occurs, the system will look for
the first possible associated preposition that follows that verb, i.e. transitive
construction is achieved. As a result, the system is able to avoid using an an-
notated corpus by using prepositions to achieve the syntactic constraint. After
that, the three words that immediately follow the preposition are extracted,
and within these three words, the crime word should be present. Moreover,
these extracted words are used to describe the document during the clustering
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stage that will follow. The reason that the three words after the preposition
are extracted is to increase the probability of the crime word being identified.
In Arabic, the crime action word sometimes does not appear immediately af-
ter the preposition as seen in the previous chapter, i.e. it is preceded by a
noun. The following are representations of the possible position of a crime
action word. In the first case, shown in Figure 4.4, the type of crime noun
appears immediately after the preposition. Figure 4.5 illustrates where the
type of crime noun does not appear immediately after the preposition because
there is a word between, and Figure 4.6 illustrates the case where there are
two words between the preposition and crime action word.
Figure 4.4: First case: crime type immediately follows the preposition
Figure 4.5: Second case: crime type after one word from the preposition
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Figure 4.6: Third case: crime type after two words from the preposition
Another point to consider in this grammatical construct is that sometimes the
preposition does not always immediately follow the verb. An example of this is
illustrated in Figure 4.7, where the preposition, which is followed by the type of
crime noun, appears nine words after the verb. If these nine words are removed,
effectively abbreviating the sentence, the meaning can still be inferred from
the head node (verb) and the preposition and noun (prepositional phrase),
therefore, removing the nine words shown in the example does not detract
from the key meaning of the sentence.
Figure 4.7: The associated preposition not directly following its verb
As well known, the Arabic language is an agglutinant language, and thus we
must consider some agglutination cases. In Arabic, the preposition can either
be separate from the noun, or fused together with the noun to form a single
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word, as previously illustrated in Chapters 2 and 3. Some verbs, such as




«@ / aatrf / confessed” (in the transitive
construction form) come with the prepositions ” È / li / to” and ”H. / bi /
by”, which must be attached to the following noun. Accordingly, this stage is
also designed to deal with the case of clitics.
Moreover, the Arabic language is rich in terms of morphology, whereby a
word can be broken down into its base form and affixes, and usually it is the
base, or root, of the word that is kept in dictionaries for extraction purposes.
Examples in Arabic include verbs that have suffixes or prefixes attached to
denote gender or plurality, and some of these affixes change the word into a
noun. However, the proposed framework maintains a list of verbs in the past
tense instead of the base or root form; this is because most news reports about
crime are written in the past tense. The system uses N-gram to recognize
many of the inflected forms of the verb by identifying the keyword, i.e. the
past tense of the verb, from which the inflected forms are derived. These
verbs can also produce nouns, such nouns in Arabic, derived from the verb,
are often followed by the same preposition that the verb takes. Examples of
the keywords (past tense of verbs) and their associated inflected forms are
shown in Table. 4.2. The advantages of this approach are, firstly, not all of
the words in the document need to be stemmed, as with other text mining
systems, and secondly, it reduces the amount of required keywords in the list.
Also, there is no need for an annotated corpus, in other words, the framework
has no linguistic components, such as PoS taggers. Instead, lists of intransitive
verbs and their prepositions are provided to the system in order to extract the
desired patterns.
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Table 4.2: Keywords and their inflected forms
2. Nationality





k. / jnsyt / nationality” in
the form of singular or plural (” HAJ

	
k. / jnsyat / nationalities”) is usually
used to illustrate a person’s nationality in crime news reports, and its linguis-
tic context is usually the genitive construction. As a result, for extracting
nationality patterns from Arabic crime texts, the indicator nodes that were
constructed based on the nationality local grammar in the previous chapter
are utilized to perform this task. The system looks for words in a text that
match the words in the nationality keyword list, and when a match occurs, the
system checks the syntactic construction of the word to determine whether or
not it is in a genitive construction. Therefore, the system will check whether
the word is preceded by the preposition ” 	áÓ / min / from” in order to achieve
the syntactic constraint. If the condition is achieved, then the word that im-
mediately follows the keyword is extracted as a nationality. However, there






Ì'@ / aljensyah / the nationality” in singular
form with the article ”È@ / al / the” attached. When there is no preposition
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before it, the word that occurs instead of the preposition is identified as the
nationality.
3. Location
In order for the system to extract the place names, the indicator nodes pro-
posed in Chapter 3 are used without syntactic constraint. Therefore, once
matching occurs between any trigger word and a word in the contents of the
file, the word that follows the keyword is extracted and classified as a location
name. Using this linguistic technique serves to overcome the lack of any capi-
tal letter feature; this is not available in the Arabic language, so it cannot be
used as a clue for extracting proper names, as in the English language.
The following Figure 4.8 presents the whole process of the initial preprocessing stage
with the information extraction stage. It shows the transformation phases for the
text as it proceeds through each step.
Figure 4.8: Initial preprocessing stage and information extraction stage
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Figure 4.9 shows example of how the Crime Profiling System (CPS) extracts the
crime-related information based on the techniques proposed in Chapter 3.
Figure 4.9: Initial preprocessing stage and information extraction stage
The above example contains three cases as follows:
 Crime Type





fi / in” described in Chapter 3 is used to extract the crime type; this indicator
node is triggered by the keyword (transitive verb) ” PñK / twrt / involved”
because a match had occurred when the system looked for words in a text that
match the words in the transitive verb list. The indicator node is considered
the head node of the prepositional phrase. As a result, the complement of
the indicator node that starts with a preposition is usually a crime type. As




¯ / fi / in” or ”H. / bi / in” are the
associated prepositions of the verb ” PñK / twrt / involved”. Therefore, the
system will look for the associated preposition that follows that verb in order
to achieve the syntactic constraints (transitive construction). After that, the
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word that immediately follow the preposition are extracted as a crime type. In









¯ / fi / in”, is extracted as the crime type.
 Nationality






k. / jensyt / nationality-genitive- 	áÓ / min / from” was utilized.





k. / jensyt / nationality”
because the match occurred. In order for the indicator node to be activated to
extract a nationality entity, the trigger word must be assigned the genitive case.






k. / jensyt / nationality” is assigned the genitive case by the preposition









k. / jensyt /
nationality” is a nationality.
 Location
Finally, in order for a crime location to be extracted in the above example,






JÓ / mntqt / area” mentioned in Chapter 3 was used
without syntactic constraint. After the matching occurred between one of the
location keywords and a word in the example, the word ” 	AK
QË @ / Alriyadh






JÓ / mntqt / area is extracted and
classified as a location name.
4.4.1 Summarisation
A summary is a condensed copy of the original document containing, only the essen-
tial information. The idea of summarisation is to reduce the length of the document,
retaining only key information and the overall meaning. The information extraction
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method for this work has been already explained.
For the crime profiling system, upon completion of the information extraction, a
summary is produced about each crime news report, which contains information re-
lating to crime type, location and nationality. Figure 4.10 illustrates this generated
summary, whereby individual windows contain the different types of information
about the crime (crime type, location and nationality).
It is from these summaries that the clustering will be produced, according to the
three types of information, i.e. type of crime, location and nationality. These words
are considered to have meaningful information about the document required for the
clustering process.
Figure 4.10: Result of the information extraction (IE) process in the system
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4.4.2 Generating Dictionaries
It is an important aspect of this research that the dictionary generated for the system
is done so automatically, i.e. that there is no manual building of the dictionary. It is
necessary, first of all, to explain the function of the dictionary in the crime profiling
system followed by an explanation of how the dictionary is generated automatically.
As explained in the previous section, the summaries are created to be used in the
clustering process that follows. When these summaries are created, in some cases
the summary box may return an empty result, for example, the system may not
identify a nationality from the article using the indicator nodes, however, a word
denoting nationality may exist in the text but not be identified as its context does
not fall under the system’s rule. In order to overcome this failing, the system will
check the document for a word that, for example, denotes nationality by matching
with the generated dictionary. There are three dictionaries, one for each information
type, i.e. crime type, location and nationality.
As mentioned above, the three dictionaries are generated automatically, which is a
distinctive feature of our system. For the location and nationality categories, the
words that are in the summary are automatically sent to their respective dictionaries;
these words include both relevant and irrelevant words. The way that the dictionary
determines whether or not specific words should be used in the matching, i.e. that
they are relevant words, is by checking the frequency of each word; it is expected that
relevant words, e.g. Jeddah, will occur more frequently, and when a word reaches
a certain frequency threshold, it will be used in matching. In order to generate the
dictionary for type of crime, the system only extracts from the summary the word
that immediately follows the preposition.
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4.5 Intermediate Preprocessing Stage
The intermediate preprocessing stage is comprised of five components: post-filtering,
stemming, frequency analysis, generating word index, and document representation.
The main goal of this stage is to prepare the extracted data from the summarising
stage in an adequate form in order to be processed in the clustering stage.
4.5.1 Post Filtering
The post-filtering process of the intermediate preprocessing stage is designed to
remove the prepositions (see Table 4.1) that were retained for the information ex-
traction stage but were not removed in the early filtering process. Therefore, the
size of the data is reduced.
4.5.2 Stemming
Once all crime reports are summarised and the dictionaries are automatically con-
structed, the summarised files and dictionaries are ready to be stemmed. As already
explained, in order to obtain the root of a word, all suffixes, prefixes and/or infixes
are removed. Table 4.3 shows three cases with the word ”

Qå / srq / steal” in
Arabic, and how the system deals with them.
Table 4.3: Stemming process for removing prefixes, infixes and suffixes for the word
’

Qå / srq / steal”
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Thus, this process removes all the affixes from the words, reducing them to their
stems. Stemming in the proposed system is required because it makes it easier for
the system to allocate numbers for generating the words’ indices, which are used
in the clustering process. Furthermore, it assists in applying the frequency analysis
process in an efficacious manner.
4.5.3 Frequency Analysis
Once the crime type, location and nationality dictionaries are built, and have passed
through the post-filtering and stemming phases, the frequency analysis is applied.
This process is necessary in order to cleanse the dictionaries of useless words by
calculating the number of times the extracted words appear. Thus, only words
with high frequencies will be chosen to be included in a dictionary, all others are
discarded.
4.5.4 Generating Word Index
The clustering process only has the ability to process numerical data, not text,
and therefore it is necessary to allocate to each word a specific number. Once the
summarised files have been stemmed, each file is assigned a set of numbers, whereby
each number corresponds to just one word within the file. Table 4.4 presents a
sample of the crime action words with their unique numbers.
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Table 4.4: Each word of interest is assigned a unique number in order to convert
textual data into numerical form in order to facilitate the clustering process
4.5.5 Document Representation
Once the content of each document has been encoded (in the previous process),
these numerical data are transformed into vectors. The Vector Space Model (VSM)
that was discussed in Chapter 2 is used to implement this task. Following this,
the newly created file, which only contains numerical data, is sent to the clustering
phase.
4.6 Clustering Stage
Once the crime news reports have been represented in VSM, the Self Organising Map
(SOM) is used to cluster and visualise the crimes, based on crime type, location or
nationality. As previously mentioned, these reports only contain text extracted
in information extraction stage and then pruned in the intermediate prepocessing
stage, until they were encoded and presented by VSM in a single file. The SOM
algorithm (and how it works) was reviewed in Chapter 2.
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4.7 visualization Stage
To assist in analysing the collection of documents and to better understand the
data, visualization techniques are required. visualization is considered to be useful
in drawing conclusions, as it assists in revealing the bigger picture, which could not
be achieved by sifting through so many documents. This framework is designed
to provide the user with the ability to visualize the summary results of each news
report separately, as in Figure 4.10. As a result, important crime-related information
hidden within bodies of textual crime reports is easily revealed, and therefore, the
visualization assists in accelerating the crime investigation process.
Furthermore, the output of the clustering stage is visualized through SOM, i.e.
large amounts of textual data can be visualized on the map following the clustering
process. Also, statistical information about crimes committed within certain periods
of time (in the form of tables or graphs) is produced.
The Following Table 4.5 shows how a crime news report is processed by the above
architecture.
Table 4.5: Role of each Stage in the Architecture to Process a Crime News Report
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4.8 Summary
This chapter has presented an overview of the architecture of the proposed sys-
tem. The five stages: initial preprocessing, information extraction, intermediate
preprocessing, clustering and visualization, which constitute this system, were all
described. As seen earlier, each stage is comprised of components to perform spe-
cific tasks. The role of each component in each stage was explained, and how these
components interact was described. The implementation of these components of





 Explore the Crime Profiling System (CPS).
 Implement the information extraction process to generate summarisation and
to construct dictionaries.





The experiments that were carried out to test the proposed system are presented
in this chapter. Some experiments are concerned with applying the proposed local
grammars that were explained in Chapter 3, in order to generate a summary for each
document, i.e. to extract the crime-related information (crime type, crime location
and nationality) and to automatically build dictionaries for them. The other exper-
iments involve clustering the crime reports using the Self Organising Map (SOM)
technique, based on the three different attributes (crime location, nationality and
crime type). The clustering experiments were conducted with and without the aid
of the information extraction stage in order to highlight the effects of this stage on
the SOM.
In this chapter, the new and untouched corpus for implementing and testing the
Crime Profiling System (CPS) is presented in section 5.2. The system implemen-
tation is described in section 5.3. The information extraction running procedure is
explained in section 5.4. The experiments’ results after implementing the CPS are
provided in section 5.5, which contains the experiments for extracting the aforemen-
tioned information (in order to generate summaries and automatically build dic-
tionaries) as well as two experiments (comparative experimentation) for clustering
crime news reports with/without using the CPS information extraction approach.
Moreover, a crime analysis (through presenting statistical information on the high-
est and/or lowest type of crime) and a visualisation of the results is also provided.
Finally, the summary for this chapter is presented in section 5.6.
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5.2 Arabic Crime News Report Corpus
The structure of the Arabic Crime News Report Corpus (ACNRC) is depicted in
Figure 5.1. The main folder consists of sub-folders representing the different sources
of the collected data, i.e. the countries where the reports were published. These sub-
folders also contain other folders that represent the newspapers that published the
reports, and inside these are the collected news reports. These reports are comprised
of textual data, describing various crimes. The name of each report is composed of
five parts, which are as follows:
 The first part is a letter referring to the language. For instance, for Arabic it
is A and for English it is E.
 The second part is a letter referring to the name of the country. For example,
Saudi Arabia is S, Kuwait is K, and so on.
 The third part is a letter taken from the name of the newspapers, such as
Albayan is B.
 The fourth part gives the serial number of the document inside the folder.
 The last part refers to the number of tokens in a file.
The total number of tokens is 587,212. A sample of the corpus is in Appendix A.
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Figure 5.1: Structure of the Arabic Crime News Report Corpus (ACNRC)
The data used in the experiments is comprised of 80,943 tokens, published by Al-
riyadh [142], Sabq [143], Okaz [144] and Al-jazirah [145] from Saudi Arabia, Ahram
[146] and Massai Ahram [164] from Egypt, Addustour [165] from Jordan, Alraimedia
[149], Alqabas [150], Alamalyawm [151] and Alwatan [152] from Kuwait, Elkhabar
[166] and Echoroukonline [154] from Algeria, and Albayan [155] and Alkhaleej [167]
from the United Arab Emirates (UAE). These reports were saved in plain files with
UTF-8 encoding. It is important to note that this data is new and was not used
during the system’s development phase.
5.3 System Implementation
The first two stages of the Crime Profiling System (CPS), i.e. the initial prepro-
cessing stage (tokenization, normalisation and early filtering) and the information
extraction stage are implemented using Java. Moreover, the Multilingual Morpho-
logical Analysis (MMA) software, developed by Al-Marghilani [168], is used to imple-
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ment the intermediate preprocessing stage, which includes post-filtering, stemming,
generating a word index and document representation. For implementing the clus-
tering stage and for visualising the outcome of the clustering technique, a software
package designed for clustering multilingual (Arabic and English) documents us-
ing the Self Organising Map (SOM) is adapted to perform these tasks [168]. The
Matlab software package is used for implementing the SOM algorithm [169]. For
generating tables and graphs (in order to achieve the strategic and administrative
crime analysis), the Excel program is used. Moreover, we make use of a ’spatial
analyst’ software package called ArcGIS Explorer developed by the Environmental
Systems Research Institute (Esri) for performing spatial analyses by displaying the
crime locations on the map [170].
5.4 Information Extraction Running Procedure
In order for the user to extract crime-related information, the CPS is designed with
a graphical user interface, shown in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: The main window of the Crime Profiling System (CPS)
The main window contains two buttons: to select a file from the main folder as in
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Figure 5.3, and to extract patterns to summarise and construct dictionaries.
Figure 5.3: CPS File Open window
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Figure 5.4 shows how the system generates three windows, each of which contains
specific information about crime (type of crime, crime location and nationality).
Figure 5.4: Summarisation results (crime type, location and nationality windows)
Also, the extracted information is directly sent and saved in one of the three plain
files, for the dictionary construction task (see Figure 5.5).




The following section presents the experiments that were performed to implement
the CPS.
5.5 Experiments
In the following experiments, 401 crime reports collected from various online news
sources and comprising of 57,595 tokens are used to test the performance of the
Crime Profiling System (CPS) for extracting the aforementioned entities in order to
generate summaries for each report and to automatically build dictionaries. It was
found that, after conducting the information extraction experiments there were 79
reports have some entities were not extracted directly by the local grammars, and
therefore, these reports were removed and new other 79 reports were added instead
in order to use them in the clustering experiments. As a result, the size of the
above corpus changed to 71,882 tokens. The clustering experiments were performed
in order to show how the proposed information extraction approach guides the Self
Organising Map (SOM) to gain improvement in clustering quality. Furthermore,
based on extracting crime-related information, graphs and tables are generated for
providing statistical information about the crime status in the locations.
5.5.1 Crime Type
In this experiment, the CPS crime type local grammar was assessed for its ability to
recognize and extract the crime type from each report, and to generate a summary
for each report, as already shown in Figure 5.4. Table 5.1 shows the results of this
experiment, which includes a number of ’true’ and ’false’ extracted entities from
each dataset, together with their targets.
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Table 5.1: Crime type extraction results using crime type local grammar
Dataset True False Goal
Riyadh 37 47 40
Sabq 70 76 76
Okaz 96 84 140
Ahram 49 47 64
Alwatan 67 52 80
Alamalyawm 62 36 72
Gokarsat 17 18 24
Total 398 360 496
The extracted patterns are sent to crime type dictionary file. The system was
able to automatically build a crime type dictionary with 794 tokens. Figure 5.6
shows a sample of the result.
Figure 5.6: Sample of the crime type dictionary
The dictionary was filtered to remove certain stopwords, and its size was accordingly
reduced to 676 tokens. The stopwords here include the most frequent words that
appear in Chapter 2 Table 3.3, not crime action words. Furthermore, a frequency
analysis was carried out after the filtering process, and this led to reducing the
number of tokens to 380. In order to obtain the words only in their base form,
their affixes were removed, and consequently, the size of the dictionary became 228
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words. Figure 5.7 shows a comparison of the content of the dictionary before and
after the stemming process. It can be seen that the frequencies of the various forms
of the word ”

Qå / srqt / theft” were collated into one frequency, occurring 122
times. Also, it can be noticed that the most frequent words either before or after
the stemming are crime action words. Moreover, four crime action words (”I. 
	
« /




k / ktf / snatch”, ”h. @
P / raj / smuggle” and ”PY
	
g / kdr / drug”)
rose to within the list of the 16 most frequent crime words following the stemming
process.
Figure 5.7: Sample of the crime type dictionary before and after the stemming
process
The crime type dictionary was tested to see if it could identify any crime types that




Table 5.2: Crime type extraction results after utilising crime type dictionary
Dataset True False Goal
Riyadh 40 47 40
Sabq 74 82 76
Okaz 133 105 140
Ahram 64 60 64
Alwatan 80 59 80
Alamalyawm 68 41 72
Gokarsat 22 22 24
Total 481 416 496
Accordingly, using the crime type dictionary assisted in recognising more crime
types, and therefore, the number of entities correctly identified increased to 481
(from 398) entities. Consequently, only 15 types of crime were not extracted. How-
ever, the types of crime that were wrongly extracted also increased to 416 (from
360).
5.5.2 Location
The experiment here is dedicated to testing the CPS location local grammar in order
to assess its ability to extract crime location from the given reports (to generate
summaries) and to automatically build the location dictionary. Table 5.3 shows the
number of extracted patterns, whether true or false, for each dataset, and the third
column refers to the number of patterns that should be recognized in each dataset.
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Table 5.3: Location extraction results using location local grammar
Dataset True False Goal
Riyadh 34 0 41
Sabq 50 0 68
Okaz 97 3 145
Ahram 53 5 74
Alwatan 59 0 67
Alamalyawm 50 0 53
Gokarsat 25 0 27
Total 368 8 475
The CPS location local grammar was initially able to extract 376 tokens, which
form the location dictionary (see Figure 5.8).
Figure 5.8: Sample of the location dictionary construction
The frequency analysis process was also applied here, and the results can be seen in
Figure 5.9. Consequently, the location dictionary contains only 131 different location
names. As already mentioned, the dictionary is used when the CPS location local
grammar fails to extract the crime location. As can be seen, different cities names




®Ë @ / alqahrt / Cairo”,
” 	AK









®Ë @ / alfrwanyt / Al Farwaniyah” that located in
Egypt, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, respectively.
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Figure 5.9: Frequency analysis results for the location dictionary
In the following experiment, the location dictionary was tested to extract crime
locations that had not been identified directly by the location local grammar. Table
5.4 lists the new results after utilizing the location dictionary.
Table 5.4: Location extraction results after utilizing location dictionary
Dataset True False Goal
Riyadh 38 2 41
Sabq 62 1 68
Okaz 137 4 145
Ahram 66 11 74
Alwatan 65 0 67
Alamalyawm 53 1 53
Gokarsat 26 0 27
Total 447 19 475
As can be seen, the assistance of the location dictionary has led to increasing the
number of location entities that were correctly identified to 447 (from 368). As a
result, 28 crime locations were not recognized either by the local grammar or the
dictionary. Also, using the dictionary increased the incorrectly recognized entities




The CPS nationality local grammar was tested in this experiment in order to ex-
amine its ability to extract nationality entities from the same datasets used in the
above experiments. Table 5.5 shows the results of this experiment. The CPS was
able to recognize 88 entities; 80 correct out of 210 entities. As a result, 8 entities
were wrongly identified.
Table 5.5: Nationality extraction results using nationality local grammar
Dataset True False Goal
Riyadh 11 1 17
Sabq 18 1 45
Okaz 28 5 65
Ahram 0 0 0
Alwatan 11 1 50
Alamalyawm 11 0 32
Gokarsat 1 0 1
Total 80 8 210
The system was able to generate the nationality dictionary; here, the number of




Figure 5.10: Sample of the nationality dictionary
The processes of removing affixes and a frequency analysis were then applied,
and the results can be seen in Figure 5.11. As a result, the number of words that
form this dictionary is only 21.
Figure 5.11: Frequency analysis results for the nationality dictionary
Likewise, the nationality dictionary was tested to extract the missing entities that
had not been identified by the nationality local grammar. The results of this exper-
iment are presented in Table 5.6.
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Table 5.6: Nationality extraction results after utilizing nationality dictionary
Dataset True False Goal
Riyadh 17 3 17
Sabq 41 6 45
Okaz 63 10 65
Ahram 0 0 0
Alwatan 36 3 50
Alamalyawm 27 2 32
Gokarsat 1 0 1
Total 185 24 210
Clearly, the number of nationality entities that were correctly identified after using
the nationality dictionary improved to 185 (from 80). Also, it can be noticed that
the total number of nationality entities that were incorrectly recognized increased
to 24.
5.5.4 Clustering
Two experiments were carried out on 401 documents in order to show how the
information extraction process guides the Self Organising Map (SOM) toward de-
livering acceptably accurate results. The corpus contains 71,882 tokens. The SOM
was trained on the same documents, obtaining good results; the best learning rate,
radius and iteration are 0.5, 30 and 1000, respectively. The size of the map is 6 x 6.
 Clustering with utilizing the CPS information extraction stage
As explained earlier, the information extraction process was employed to ex-
tract the types and locations of the crimes as well as the nationalities, and then
a summary for each file as well as three dictionaries were generated. In this
experiment, we focus on the type of crime. The extracted crime type patterns
from each document are used by the SOM to perform the clustering, instead
of processing the whole of each document’s content. Figure 5.12 shows the
extracted patterns after they have passed the stemming process. Also, Figure
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5.13 presents the results of converting the extracted patterns into numbers in
order to be sent to the clustering process.
Figure 5.12: The extracted patterns from the crime news reports
Figure 5.13: Results of the word indexing process
Accordingly, after extracting the type of crime, the new size of the corpus
is now 4,043 tokens (13KB), which is much smaller than the original size of
71,882 tokens (40KB). Figure 5.14 shows a sample of the result of the docu-
ment clustering based on type of crime, using the extracted patterns obtained
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from the previous processes.
Figure 5.14: Clustering results with aid of the CPS information extraction (A:
Violence, B: Theft and C: Fraud)
 Clustering without using the CPS information extraction stage
For assessing this work in terms of the effectiveness of the clustering, another
experiment was carried out on the same corpus, but this one did not rely on the
information extraction process. The whole content of each file was stemmed
and used for the clustering process through the SOM. A sample of the result
of this experiment can be seen in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15: Clustering results without aid of the CPS information extraction (A:
Violence, B: Theft and C: Fraud)
5.5.5 Crime Analysis
An additional benefit of this work is that this current system can be easily adapted
to provide crime profiling for regions. In other words, it can be used to present a
general picture about the security status of any area, based on local news reports.
The system can offer statistical information about the highest and/or lowest type
of crime. Figure 5.16 shows that the crime of theft is the most common crime
occurring in the Arab region; it is reported 31 times in our corpus (79 crime news
reports). In addition, extracting the crime location can assist in identifying how
safe a particular area is, and through combining such statistics, this system is able
to provide information about the number of crimes occurring in a specific location.
Figure 5.17 depicts the number of crimes and their location in a pie-graph. It shows
the numbers of crimes that happened in Saudi Arabia, Egypt, the United Arab
Emirates, Jordan, Algeria, Kuwait and the USA.
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Figure 5.16: Averages for the different crime types, reported across the Arab coun-
tries mentioned above
Figure 5.17: Numbers of crimes reported by location
5.6 Summary
This chapter has presented a real implementation of our Crime Profiling System
(CPS) for extracting meaningful crime information, i.e. crime type, crime loca-
tion and nationality, by utilizing the proposed computational linguistic techniques.
Moreover, it has been shown that the system is able to extract meaningful crime
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information from an unannotated corpus, to automatically construct dictionaries, to
generate summarisations and to cluster Arabic crime texts (employing the Self Or-
ganising Map (SOM) technique). Also, the developed system can assist in providing
other useful information, e.g. general and specific crime trends (frequencies of crime
within a particular area) to law enforcement bodies or the general public. Thus,
the strategic and administrative crime analysis mentioned in Chapter 1 has been
almost fully achieved in this research. The results of the performance evaluation of





 Discuss the results of the experiments with the error analysis.




As already seen in Chapter 5, the experiments were performed in order to reveal the
extent to which the system is effective in extracting meaningful patterns, generating
summaries, automatically building dictionaries, clustering crime reports, producing
statistical information about crime, and displaying crime locations on maps (using
the GIS tool).
This chapter is dedicated to evaluating the performance of the Crime Profiling Sys-
tem (CPS), i.e. to assessing the efficacy of the crime type, location and nationality
local grammars used in this research as well as to evaluating the effect of utilising
dictionaries on the performance of the CPS. The system is evaluated using precision,
recall and F-measure, as in section 6.2. Additionally, the efficacy of the information
extraction approach with respect to the performance of the Self Organising Map
(SOM) is evaluated through four parameters: data size, loading time, computation
time and quantization error, as will be seen in section 6.3.
6.2 Evaluating the Information Extraction
The performance evaluation of IE systems is carried out by comparing the answer
file (result) that was automatically generated by the system against the same texts
that were manually produced by humans (gold standard file) [86]. Accordingly, each
of 401 crime news reports was read to identify each type of crime, crime location
and nationality. We manually annotated all the aforementioned information in the
crime reports and then we counted the total number of relevant entities that should
be extracted by our system in order to evaluate it in terms of Precision (P) and
Recall (R). Although several evaluation metrics could be found in the literature, the
most popular and official metrics in series of Message Understanding Conferences
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MUS3, MUC4 and MUC6 are P and R [82, 171]. For more details about evaluation
metrics see [171] and [172].
Gaizauskas and Wilks [171] defined recall as ”a measure of the fraction of the re-
quired information that has been correctly extracted” and precision as ”a measure
of the fraction of the extracted information that is correct”. These two metrics are
combined using F-measure, which is the weighted harmonic mean of precision and
recall, because there is usually trade off of precision against recall [173, 174]. The
precision, recall and F-measure are formulated as follows:
Precision =
number of correctly recognised entities
total number of recognised entities
Recall =
number of correctly recognised entities
total number of correct entities
F −measure = 2 × recall × precision
recall + precision
The performance results obtained after evaluating the CPS in terms precision, recall
and F-measure for the crime type, location and nationality extraction processes are
presented in the following sections.
6.2.1 Type of Crime
The system was able, directly (using the crime type local grammar) and through
using the crime type dictionary, to extract a total number of 834 entities. The
number of entities that were correctly recognised is 481 out of a total number of 496
relevant entities. The performance results achieved for the crime type extraction
process through using the crime type local grammar and the crime type dictionary
are presented in Tables 6.1 and 6.2.
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Table 6.1: The CPS evaluation results using crime type local grammar
Dataset Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%)
Riyadh 44 93 60
Sabq 48 92 63
Okaz 53 68 60
Ahram 51 77 61
Alwatan 56 84 67
Alamalyawm 63 86 73
Gokarsat 49 71 58
Overall 53 80 63
Table 6.2: The CPS evaluation results after using crime type dictionary
Dataset Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%)
Riyadh 46 100 63
Sabq 47 97 64
Okaz 56 95 70
Ahram 52 100 68
Alwatan 58 100 73
Alamalyawm 62 94 75
Gokarsat 50 92 65
Overall 54 97 69
The results derived from the 401 crime news reports show that using the crime
type dictionary has enabled the CPS to perform better (F-measure 69%). These
results indicate that the CPS was able to build a relatively reliable crime type
dictionary. This means that the performance of the crime local grammar seems
satisfactory, either for building the dictionary or correctly recognising the type of
crime (by obtaining a recall score of 80%). The remaining unidentified entities result
from the crime action words being outside the local grammar, i.e. they were used
for describing the incident in the form of a verb. As can be seen, the assistance of
the dictionary has led to improving the recall result to 97%. However, the precision
value seems low, because the sentences’ boundaries were neglected. In other words,
removing commas and full stops caused some confusion for the system while the
text was being processed. As a result, when the system was searching for the
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preposition that should follow the verb (although not necessarily in all cases) in order
to achieve the syntactic constraint (for the transitive construction), it proceeded into
the following sentence in order to find that preposition, and this led to incorrect
pattern extraction. Figure 6.1 shows an example explaining this case.
Figure 6.1: Sentence containing verb in intransitive construction
The verb ” PñK / tawarat / involved” in the first sentence is in the intransitive




¯ / fi / in” does not follow it.
Therefore, the system should ignore this verb because it is not a transitive verb
but because the full stop between the two sentences is removed, the system carries









¯ / fi / in” located in the second sentence. This preposition,
performing a special role within the second sentence, has no relationship with the
first sentence. Hence, a false transitive verb is used to extract a type of crime, which
leads to an incorrectly extracted pattern. As a consequence, commas and full stops
should be retained, and the text should be split into sentences using the sentence
splitter process.
The evaluation results vis-a-vis extracting crime type with or without the crime type
dictionary have been compared with system developed by Abuleil [105], which, to
our knowledge, is the only system that has been developed for the Arabic language
to extract events from within text (although not specific to any particular domain).
It was chosen for comparison with the CPS because there is no system available that
has been specifically developed for the Arabic crime domain. However, to overcome
this problem, we compared our CPS with the system created for the English crime
domain by Ku et al. [109]; Both systems were discussed in Chapter 2. Figure 6.2
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shows the comparison between the three systems in terms of their performance in
extracting events.
Figure 6.2: Performance of CPS compared with other systems in terms of extracting
crime type
Although the performance comparison in terms of F-measure shows that systems
developed by Abuleil [105] and Ku et al. [109] obtained results better than our
system (CPS), both systems use external predefined event dictionaries, which leads
to obtaining high precision scores. On the other hand, the CPS does not utilise
any external event list, rather it makes use of the automatically built crime type
dictionary. However, the CPS outperforms the others in terms of the recall score.
6.2.2 Crime Location
As already seen in the previous chapter, the CPS was able to correctly recognise 447
entities out of 475. Tables 6.3 and 6.4 show the evaluation results for the location
extraction process, using the location local grammar and the location dictionary.
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Table 6.3: The CPS evaluation results using location local grammar
Dataset Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%)
Riyadh 100 83 91
Sabq 100 74 85
Okaz 97 67 79
Ahram 91 72 80
Alwatan 100 88 94
Alamalyawm 100 94 97
Gokarsat 100 93 96
Overall 98 77 86
Table 6.4: The CPS evaluation results after using location dictionary
Dataset Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%)
Riyadh 95 93 95
Sabq 98 91 95
Okaz 97 94 96
Ahram 86 89 87
Alwatan 100 97 98
Alamalyawm 98 100 99
Gokarsat 100 96 95
Overall 96 94 95
The precision and recall results show that the location local grammar was able
to extract 77% of the location entities, with a 98% precision rate. On the other
hand, using the location dictionary has led to increasing in the recall result to 94%
with precision a rate of 96%. It can be noticed that, after utilising the location
dictionary, the precision is slightly decreased; this is because of a lack of semantics.
It is found that the location dictionary contains personal name entities; these were
extracted and classified as locations by the location local grammar because they are
also location names. As a result, incorrect recognition occurs when the dictionary,
which neglects semantics, is used by the CPS. Moreover, sometimes crime locations
cannot be discovered by the location local grammar, and therefore the CPS fails to

















Ì'@ / aljrimt hdthat fi
dubai / the crime happened in Dubai”, the city name ”Dubai” cannot be identified
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/ state”. However, the location dictionary overcomes this problem, and it increased
the recall value to 94% (from 77%). Consequently , the F-measure score increased
to 95% (from 86%).
The CPS performance in terms of extracting location entities with and without
(i.e. only using the location local grammar) utilising the location dictionary was
compared with systems that utilise a rule-based approach (TAGARAB [98]; Mesfar
[101]; NERA [102] and Ku et al. [109]), as in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3: Comparison between CPS and other systems that used rule-based
method in terms of extracting location
Also, Figure 6.4 provides a comparison between the CPS (with and without using
the location dictionary) with other systems that were developed based on machine
learning approaches (ANERsys using Maximum Entropy (ME) [11]; ANERsys using
Conditional Random Field (CRF) [108] and AbdelRahman [57]).
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Figure 6.4: Comparison between CPS and other systems that used machine learning
in terms of extracting location
A comparison of the accuracy of the CPS with these other systems reveals that,
with the assistance of its dictionaries, the CPS is the second best system (after
NERA [102]) in terms of recall. However, a predefined location dictionary containing
4,900 names was utilised in NERA [102]. Moreover, the CPS is approximately equal
to the top system AbdelRahman [57] in terms of precision, although AbdelRahman
[57] uses a predefined location dictionary (of 2,183 names). However, the CPS
achieved the best performance result (F-measure 95%).
6.2.3 Nationality
As already seen, the nationality local grammar and nationality dictionary together
were able to correctly recognise 185 entities out of 210, with 24 entities wrongly
extracted. The results of the performance evaluation for the CPS with using the




Table 6.5: The CPS evaluation results using nationality local grammar
Dataset Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%)
Riyadh 92 65 76
Sabq 95 40 56
Okaz 85 43 57
Alwatan 92 22 35
Alamalyawm 100 34 51
Gokarsat 100 100 100
Overall 91 38 54
Table 6.6: The CPS evaluation results after using nationality dictionary
Dataset Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%)
Riyadh 85 100 92
Sabq 87 91 89
Okaz 86 97 91
Alwatan 78 54 64
Alamalyawm 92 72 81
Gokarsat 100 100 100
Overall 86 88 88
The results for precision and recall obtained by applying only the nationality
local grammar in recognising nationality entities in the above dataset are 91% and
38%, respectively. Although a high precision value is obtained, the rate for recall is
too low, i.e. many nationality entities were not identified. This means that certain
entities appear to be outside the nationality local grammar. In some newspapers, it














ð / wafd hndy / Indian expatriate”


















hndy aljnsyt / Indian nationality”. This has led to obtaining a low recall score.
However, the dictionary plays a crucial role here, and the results of utilising the
nationality dictionary show that the recall rate is increased to 88%. Therefore, the
average F-measure value improved to 88% (from 54%). There is, to the author’s
knowledge, no system developed for extracting this type of entity in Arabic text.
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6.2.4 The CPS Overall Performance Results
Table 6.7 lists the overall performance results for the CPS. As can be seen, the
performance of the CPS is improved through utilising the dictionaries (in terms
of precision, recall and F-measure). Although the CPS does not utilise an anno-
tated corpus or predefined dictionaries, as other systems do, it achieved relatively
satisfactory results.
Table 6.7: The overall CPS evaluation results
Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%)
CPS (local grammar) 69 72 70
CPS (with dictionary) 71 94 81
6.2.5 The CPS with Sport Domain
In the following experiment, the performance of the Crime Profiling System (CPS)
was tested with another domain (sport domain) in order to reveal the extent to which
the system is effective in identifying crime types committed within sport context
from sport news reports. In this experiment, the dataset containing 34 sport news
reports and comprising 6,008 tokens were used to conduct this test. The CPS crime
type local grammar was able to extract 38 entities. The number of entities that
were correctly recognised is 24 out of a total number of 34 relevant entities. The
performance result achieved for the crime type extraction process through using the
crime type local grammar is presented in Table 6.8.
Table 6.8: The CPS evaluation result for extracting crime type from sport news
reports
Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%)
CPS 63 71 67
It can be seen that, the system was relatively able to identify a crime type from
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sport news reports (sport domain) using the same computational linguistic technique
(transitive verbs) that was derived from crime domain.
6.3 Clustering Performance
The Self Organising Map (SOM) was used for the clustering and visualisation tasks,
and for assessing the effectiveness of the proposed approach on the SOM outputs
(i.e. in terms of its clustering performance). As already seen, the SOM was able
to cluster 401 texts and to visualise them. The evaluation phase here is performed





6.3.1 Data Size and Loading Time
With regards to the size of data, the significant point here is that using the CPS
led to a huge reduction in the quantity of data fed into the SOM. Although our
system reduced the size of the corpus from 71,882 tokens (40KB) to only 4,043
tokens (13KB), the most important data (that the SOM used for the clustering
task) were not affected. Thus, these 4,043 tokens can be considered as effectively
representing the original 71,882 tokens. The clustering experiment (utilising the
CPS information extraction stage) was assessed by comparing it with a clustering of
the same documents but without the CPS information extraction stage (see Section
5.5.4), i.e. where the SOM processed the whole of each document’s content. Figure
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6.5 shows the loading time after using the CPS, which was 1.51 seconds, and in the
other experiment (without the CPS) the loading time was 3.99 seconds, i.e. the
loading time was reduced by more than a half with the CPS.
Figure 6.5: A comparison in terms of the loading time with/without using the CPS
information extraction
6.3.2 Execution time
As evident in Figure 6.6, the time spent in executing both experiments was measured
and the two experiments (with/without the CPS information extraction stage) were
repeated five times to ensure the validity of the result. It can be noticed that the
second experiment (without the CPS information extraction stage) took longer than
the first to process the data in order to perform the clustering. Therefore, the CPS
increased the speed of the clustering process.
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Figure 6.6: The time taken by the SOM to perform the clustering tasks
6.3.3 Quantization Error
The average distance between each data vector and its BMU (quantization error)
in the experiment that was supported by the CPS was between 0.462 and 0.47,
but in the second experiment (without the information extraction process), the
quantization error was between 0.59 and 0.594. Therefore, the performance of the
SOM in the experiment that relied on the CPS information extraction represents an
improved technique in terms of the quality of clustering; the information extraction
process has a strongly positive effect on the performance of the SOM.
Figure 6.7: The average distance between each data vector and its BMU (Quanti-




The main aim of this work was to develop an information extraction technique for ex-
tracting crime type, crime location and nationality from Arabic news reports. This
chapter has presented the evaluation of the proposed system. The performance
of Crime Profiling System (CPS) for extracting the aforementioned crime-related
information using both the local grammars and dictionaries were evaluated using
standard precision, recall and F-measure. Moreover, the use of the automatically
constructing dictionaries in improving the performance of the CPS was discussed.
Also, the Self Organising Map (SOM), as a clustering technique, was used to evalu-
ate the effectiveness of employing the CPS information extraction approach, based
on four parameters; size of data, loading time, execution time and quantization er-
ror. This evaluation, performed through comparative experiments, was conducted




Conclusion and Future Work
Objectives
 Present the summary of the thesis.
 Provide future work.
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7.1 Summary
Text Mining can be described as the process of extracting particular information
from within unstructured data, thereby facilitating access to potentially valuable
information for use in a wide variety of fields. The importance of this field has
grown because a great deal of data is stored as free text, which is difficult to mine,
and so, currently, there is an urgent need for effective tools to deal with such data.
Text mining techniques have been applied to many languages but although Arabic is
a widely spoken language, few mining tools have been developed to process Arabic
text.
Accordingly, this thesis has presented the Crime Profiling System (CPS), which has
been developed for the Arabic crime domain to extract meaningful crime information
(crime type, crime location and nationality), automatically construct dictionaries for
the above information, cluster crime documents based on their similarity, and utilise
visualisation techniques to assist in crime data analysis.
As already seen through this thesis, the proposed system has answered the research
question, which was described in Chapter 1. We have shown that the CPS is able
to achieve the following tasks:
 Extract meaningful crime information (crime type, location and nationality)
from unstructured Arabic text within the crime domain in order to assist in
crime analysing in terms of accelerating the investigative process. Users (e.g.
police investigators) are automatically provided with the most significant in-
formation instead of reading entire reports. Moreover, the CPS exploits the
peculiarity and the nature of the Arabic language in achieving the information
extraction task by utilising computational linguistic techniques based on tran-
sitive and genitive constructions. Three analyses: frequency, collocation and
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concordance were used for developing the information extraction approach.
Also, the N-gram was employed in identifying the predefined keywords when
they are inflected.
 The development of the above information extraction technique leads to gener-
ating a summary for each crime news report and to building three dictionaries
automatically (for crime type, location and nationality). These dictionaries
assist in the information extraction process, and therefore, improve the per-
formance of the CPS.
 The CPS is able to cluster crime reports with a satisfactory degree of perfor-
mance. The Self Organising Map (SOM) neural network was used for per-
forming the clustering and visualisation tasks. The SOM received high quality
data (report summaries), extracted during the information extraction process.
As a result, high quality clustering results have been achieved.
 The strategic and administrative crime analysis mentioned in Chapter 1 has
been almost fully achieved in this research. The CPS is able to generate
statistical data about various crime types, benefitting law enforcement bodies
and the general public.
 Various visualisation methods are used for presenting the outputs of the CPS.
The results of the information extraction process, the statistical data generated
in the form of tables and graphs, the clustering results and spatial analyses
for displaying the crime locations on the map can all be visualised.
7.2 Contribution
Developing an automatic Crime Profiling System (CPS) for the Arabic language
within the crime domain has been the main aim of this research. The main contri-
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butions of this thesis are as follows:
 Automatically Constructing Dictionaries
Traditional systems usually rely on manually built dictionaries, which is time
consuming. The CPS is able to automatically generate crime type, location
and nationality dictionaries from unlabelled data to assist in extracting pat-
terns from texts.
 Keyword-based Clustering
The CPS has improved the performance of the Self Organising Map (SOM)
in terms of quality of clustering, loading time and computational time. This
is because the patterns extracted from each document are derived only from
keywords that reflect the essential meaning of the document. These keywords
are used by the SOM to perform the clustering, instead of having to process
the entire contents of each document.
 Arabic Crime Corpus
Due to the fact that there is no available dataset that can be used to develop
applications in the context of crime, and due to the difficulties in obtaining
official data or narrative reports from police stations (this is especially so in
Arab countries), a special corpus called Arabic Crime News Report Corpus
(ACNRC) has been compiled from a wide collection of Arabic newspapers.
7.3 Future Work
Many ideas have been generated by the work presented in this thesis which they
will lead to extend our work. These ideas are as follows:
 Currently, the developed system is only able to extract crime type, crime loca-
tion and nationality, and therefore, there is a need to improve this system in
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order to extract more information about crime. This could be done to answer
questions such as to who the perpetrator is and who the victim is as well as
other attributes (e.g. age and gender). Also, extracting the instruments used
in crime incidents, such as weapons and vehicles, would assist in the inves-
tigation process by obtaining pertinent information more speedily. However,
it seems clear that the same approach would be used to extract the above
information, i.e. the transitive construction. In the frequency analysis, the
words ” 	J.

¯ / qbd / arrested” and ”Q

« / athr / found” appeared, and they
may assist in extracting the crime perpetrator and instrument entities if they
are followed by the preposition”ú

Î« / ala / on”.
 The current system could be extended to predict crime through the analysis
of crime trends.
 The Geographic Information System (GIS) will be employed in this research,
which helps to more effectively perform spatial analyses and to visually locate
crime ’hot-spots’.
 In this research, a tokenization process was implemented on the word level.
Future work might include a sentence splitter process to split the text into
sentences in order to increase level of the accuracy.
 Instead of using a single information extraction approach, future work might
combine the current approach with a machine learning approach.
 Another future direction could involve the application of our information ex-
traction approach to other domains, such as sport or politics, to extract partic-
ular information, such as event type, location of the event and the nationalities
of people who participated.
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